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P REFACE

The Southwest Reading Conference was organized in 1952 as a result of conver-
sations and correspondence by college teachers in charge'of college reading.
programs. "

Some facts were evident. Success in college depends largely upon the ability
of a student to read'well". The bulk of instruction is to be found in books.
Mastery of books is open only to those Who can read with some fair speed a61
some fair degree of comprehension. With few exceptions students who are put-'
on probation or who are dropped from college-for poor scholarship are students
who read slowly and with poor comprehension. Many students have not developed
reading ability comparable to their intelligence. 'They have minds gOOd enough
to learn even more if they could be trained to better reading habits. All
college:students, regardless of how well or how poorly they read, can improve
their reading ability by taking training offered in the reading laboratory of'
clinic.

There was uniformity of opinion that a need for a conference existed. The
fact was recognized that an increasing number of higherpnstitutiona 0 learn
ing were doing effective work with reading programs for college students but
that widely different approaches to the-problems were being made insofar as
adMinistrative-policies, methods, techniques, procedures and materials were ' '"

concerned.

Two needs became clearly evident; first, the.need to make known to other in-'
terespd persons in the various colleges and universi ies the procedures used
in different places and, second, the need to encourage further experimentation
and research.

A date,f or the first meeting was decided upon and a program was arranged.
Forty-two representatives from five states were in attendance. The proceed,
inilm of the%meeting, containing the papers read, were published. An exa-ative.
committee was elected add the second meeting was planned.. A winter meeting
Wee *aided upon in preference to a spring meeting.. The second meeting was
held idDecember. Colleges and universities' in seven states were represented.

This Volume contains papersreadat the December, 1952, meeting. The policy
. in the future will provide for publicatioll in the yearbook of articles on

reading in addition to papers presented at the annual meeting of the conference.

February, 1953,'
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Texas Christian University
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10:30 - 11:00 Invocation - Professor E"' T. Cornelius

Greeting - Dr. Otto R. Nielsen

The Program - Mr. Oscar S. Causey
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University of Oklahoma
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a
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RECENT RES ARCH IN READING ON THE COLLEGE LEVEL

Dr. mery P. Bliesmeri The University of .Texas

The'researchlireviewed in this paper has

1-een arbitrarilylimited to that reported

in the literature during the last five

years. While reports of studies relative

to reading on the college level have; ap-
peared with some; requency during the
last decade or mqd,'there has teen a
marked increase in the number of such re-
ports during the interval covered by this

papeik Other than noting, such an in-
crease in the literat directly, this
increase is further evi need by the ap-
pearance, frr the first ime, oT a year-
book of the ElUional Society for 1122
Study of Education which is devoted, in
part, to reading at the college level,
i.e., the Forty-Sevent4 Yearbook (35);
and it has been only this year that II .

specific section for' research in college
reading is to be found in the Review of
Educational, Research in its three-year-
cycle topical coverage (12). As still
further,, but perhaps needless, evidence
of the rapidly increasing importance and
recognition be
consider e r
Conference on

Descript
ing program were fgevid to be rath4r
plentiful. While 4,Aeylew of these des-
criptions is not a*Tpo-se) of this paper,
it might be poilited qi,thth4t such are to
be found in over4wentY'i:of the references

:)

c ted for otheripUrposea4n this paper
(2 3; 5; 6; 7; 8;\1.1; l 23; 38; 39; .

; 36; 40; 41; 42;443; 3P; 47; 51.
53). It will suffitib to e at this
point, that the various pro toms found
described range from the lieiimple or

(

meager ones, offering littlatmre thin'
attempts to increase readine4p'eed by
-leans of some mechanical deviCC to some
rather elaborate ones which inAude re-
search relative to various meth0.9s, sys-
tematic teacher-training prograM#4 exten-

.

sive testing, diagnosing, and evh;Sting
of results, and the like; and thaOhe
diredtion of, or responsibility f* such
programs varies considerably, as de0s:,
also the type of personnel engaged
such work.

Evaluation of the effectiveness

ng giver)o college reading,
kiinc.v dr the Southwest

;oils OPOTarious college read-

particular reading programs was involved
in'a considerable number of reports (2;
7; 8; 11; 13; 26; 28; 29; 30; 33; 34; 40;
41; 42; 44; 45; 46; 47; 51), Postive re-
sults have been repotted, almost without
fail. However, methods' and. bases used
for judging such effectiveness varied tre
mendously. One program involved no dia-
gnostic testing -program, procedures used
being determined by the type of assistance
-requested by students, and the stress be-.
ing upon acquisition of, experience with
a wide variety of, and interpretation
appropriate use of, new skills (13). Stu...

dent support of this partichlar program
for a period of over seven years was con-
sidered as indication of its effectiveness.
Another renort (30) claimed evidence of
improvement on the basis of .a compari n"

of pre-training test resurts obtained with
the Iowa Silent Reading Tests with t t

results obtained at the end of the train-
ing period with the Nelson-Denny Reading
Test. This particular writer acknowledged
the lack of comparability of norms; but_
she stated that "the purpose of affording
the students evidence of their progress

e instruction began" was still
Still another report (42)

an average improvement of 50 4
percent in the reading of all students
who had received training in the reading
laboratory and that this particular train-
ing had made it possible for a consider-
able number of students to continue col-
liege work successfully. Particular tests
used, if any, other bases for evaluating)
or specific reading skills in which im-
provement was attained, were not iden-
tified. Simpson (45) reported that,
since the Reader \Service Labo
Carnegie Institute of Technology
proved to be of considerable hel

since, t

served
claime

at
had
to many

students, experimental comparison of
groups was rarely ever made. He,implied,
however, that such comparisons made dur-
ing the initial stages of the.service
indicated that it was beneficial toa
considerable number of freshmen students.

A number of studies based conclusiens
relative to the effectiveness of parti-
cular programs upon comparisons of pre-



and post-training test 'wits obtain-
ed with eauivalent forms bf a test, or
tests, the Iowa Silent Reading Test be-
ing the test which was used most fre-
auently. A 'Statistical analysis of
data yam not employed in a number of ."
the studies. Brown (7) found that
fifty-five of the poorest readers among
the entering students at the University
of Minnesota (those scoring in he
lowest 11 'percent on the Nelson-Denny
Tett and,placed in a special zeading
section) made an average growth in reap.-
ing of3 years in one quarter (from ,a
9.6- to a 12.4:- grade equivalent level).
Another group-of forty-four students who
had scored from the twelfth through the
twenty-second percentile on the Nelson-
Denny Reading Test initially, and who had
-completed a communication skills course
in which emphasis was on one of three f

areas other than reading (listening,
writing, or speaking), was found to have
progressed a little over a year (from a
11.2- to 12.4 grade level), during the
quarter.. One-hundred-twenty-two students

bteilariNtelleson!

Ir=rhTrertc.enticileino::eof

the
special emphasis sections other than read-
ing, were also found to have made almst
a year's grOwth (from a 12.2- to a 13.1 -
grade level average).

After a laboratory course at the Uni-
versity of Chicago, eighteen of twenty-
two entering students weakest in reading
were renorted by Burfield (8) as having
gained enough in reading to be able to go
into the writing section of English 1 or
into English 2. Somewhat higher gains'in
rate than in comprehension were fbund;
but, in general, substantial rate galas
were accompanied by substantial compre-
liension.gains,' Finding gains in vocabu-
lary development to be less substantial
led Barfield to conclude that eithervoca--
bulary development responds less to train-
ing or else the American Council Test does
not adequately reflect vocabulary growth.
Charles (11) presented data to show that
those students in a University of Nebraska
reading and study improvement course whb
were in the lowest quartile with respect
to ACE "L" scores made the greatest pro-
porticnalqains in rate and coMprehnsion.

Schleich (41), in a report of a
\
three-

year experiment at Worcester Junior Col-
lege,'statad that at the beginning of the
first year over three-fourths of the stu-
dents placed in a Special reading class
were reading below a tenth grade level
(or determined by the Tom Silent Readi
Test).' At the end of a semester of trai
ing, only two were still reading below a
tenth grade level, with one-third reading
on a college level. All of those reading
below a twelfth grade level continued
with another semester of training, with a
mean gain of over-two years being arhiev,.
ed. The program the second year was much
the sane`,, except for the addition of'the
Harvard films the second semester6,; Final
appraisal at the end of the seconkyegi.
showed gains comparable to those of the
first year.

Watts (51) obtained results with a
rather unusual program. Students were
given case studies, these were discussed,
individual and group recommendations for
correction were made, and actual /remedial
procedures which had been employed were
revealed. The students applied the mater-
ials to themselvet and diagnosed and pre-
scribed for their own problems. Watts
claimed that improvement was shown by
Schrammel-Gray High School and College..,
Level Reading Test scores; but no indica-
tion of -significance was given, nor was
a control group utilized.

In contrast to the reported WA:dies
just cited, the studies referred to im-
mediately following did employ some type'
of statistical analysis of results. Mur-
roughi (34) found thirty adults taking
a reading improvement and enhancement
course to have made significant improve-
ment, as determined by.Standardlleacills
Achievement and Effective Reading Rate.
Tests. 1 Sheldon (44) reported results ob-
tained with an experimental reading pro-

. .

-gram for medicastudents. Scores obtain-
ed initially with,,the Iowa Silent Reading
Tests showed only three subjects above
the fiftieth percentile. At the endof,
the nine-week training period, all except
two had reached or exceeded tlie median
norm, and these two showed significant
gains also. Speed improvemeht ranged .

from twenty to one-hundred-seventy-five
words per minute, with a median improve-
ment of eighty-five words per minute.
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Stator', (46;47) ptesented comparative

data for twelve Air-Force officers who

had complbted a-reading improvement course

and after a time lapse of from four to

twelve months had completed another essen-

ti011y similar course. Analysis,of data

Indicated that marked increase ierate,
without comprehenSilon loss, could be ex-

pected from reading -improvement courses
andl_that repitition of a course tended to

result in higher reading rate than that

achieved at ,tend of the original course.
Decidedly in the minority are the

several studies which utilized control

groups in judging effectiveness of results.
'Rarbe (2) found gains in, reading rate,
efter, twelye weeks of training, to be
significant for an experimental group af.
tWonty-five studehts at Kent State Uni-

ver. viz, The progress of a control group
],most static and was not signifi-

c . 'Sixty-two students enrolled in the

Reading Laboratory of 'Western Michigan

College Were found by McGinnis.(28) to
have made statistically significant gain

when initial end final scores on the Iowa

Silent Reading Test were compared. No

control group was involved in this cm-
parison; but further comparisons were
,made with three groups of twenty students

each an experimental group with only

reading laboratory training, a control

group which had completed a how -to-study

course, and control group which

had had neither the reading nor the' how-

to-study course Comparison of initial

and final scores on the reading test of

the Ohio State Psychological Examination
showed'that the reading laboratory group

had made statistically significant gains;

the control groups had also gained, but

not so significantly. In another study
reported by McGinnis (29), an experir.
mental grodp of twenty students was ?blind.

after sixteen weeks of training to'ha4e

made significant gains in reading ability
when compared with an'equated control
group whose members had not had training, ,

Several criticisms have been directed

tow: -,ai ation procedures employed.

Murphy and 0 vis (33) posited that pro-
gress report: of remedial work should be

regarded sk:.tically as common errors in

method often led to erroneous indications,
of progress. Failure to correct test

scores for chencuuccess and to consider,

°regression effects were mentioned specifi

cally. Robinson (40), after reviewing
current remedial practices at the college

level, also wrote somewhat caustically

concerning methods of validation of tech

niques,uee in college reading programs.

She po out that academic criteria

wer generally/disregarded and that other

uf cile but less relevanto methods were
used for detonst sting suggested impro"VeT

ment. She fort maintained that motive,-

ional factors involved in selection of
remedial course work by students had been :

completely neglected in reported apprai-
sals. .Resultspf a questionnaire-in
view turyey of Yale University studentsl.

attitudes toward anon- credit and volun-,.

Meer remedial reading course were pre-

sented. Robinson found .a wide range of

initial motivation. Les% than half re-'

vealed an original motivation which might

be considered advantageous to instruction;

the majority participated eithet through

coercion or as a means of"avoiding certain

environmental demands. Robinson alsoe
-.ported an evaluation of.the-Yale Clinic

program in which scholastic performance

was used as a criterion. Purportedly, an

attempt was made to take initial Inotiva-

tion into account also. .Following ,the

training period", the academic gains made

by the remedial group over a control group

approached significance at the 10 to 20

per cent level.
Use of academic achievement as a cri-

terion was also found in several other

studies. Rarbe (1), comparing grade point

averages of subjects during the quarter
following remedial work with such averages

for rale ouarter a year later, found change%

in thesd av rages to be significant at the

5-per cent evel for the experimental

group'bUt of significant for the control

group, Ch les(11) compared his labors-

tory group with the control,group with

respect to grade point average during the

fitit seines er. He found that 6$ per cent

of the labo tory group hadoearned higher
marks than the control group, but the dif-

lerence between mean weighted averages was

not-significant. .Comparisons made during

the second semester showed that the eat-

perimental group had maintained its higher

averaged but the difference was still not
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Uignifica4t. In one of the studies re-7
ported by McGinnis (29), and citedearlier,
the.persons,enrolled in the reading\labo-
ratery made statistically significant

. higher point-hour ratios than.did the
equivalent group of control subjects.,

Very little direct study of the perma-.'
nency of results appears to )aave been made.
Sheldon and McGinnis have given stated re-v

. cognition to the.problem. Sheldon (44)
questioned titepermanenciof_rate gains
achieved, in his study, aid he expressed

7 an intent to do a further survey later.
McGinnis stated directly that shq had
flle.de,no attempt to determine the perPa-
nency of gain in reading abilityin one.,

-

of her.Studies(20). A more rjest,
vowed intent tb investigate perpOLnency of
improvement was included in the studies
reported by Babe, -by Charles, and .by
Staton. Both the experimental:and'con-
fro] groups in-Barbe!! study (2) Were re-,

tested six months after completion 04the
.

formeT-groupts training. The changes in
rate for the experimental group, while
having decreased slightly, Wepe found
etill significant,over tho,s.-e-, the oonr
trol group. The permanency of change6 in
grade point average were not purpoSt9ely
investigated, but eince the comparisons
to determine the significance of changes
were based on results obtained a year
apart, the suggestion of permanenC is
certainly more tha s ht one. 'A
strong'suggestion of rmanency also
contained in the report by Charles (11),
considering the continuation of the higher
although still not significant, grade
point,average of his experimental group.
Statonts analysis of data obtained rela-
tive,to repetition of a reading improve
pent course caused him to conclude that
a.decline in rate may be antiCipated fo
lowing completion of a course, but not
one extending to the original low'poini
(as determine,d-by'dh initial test),(46).

Attempts to evaluate ttmaterials,
methods, or procedures use in reading
programs have been made by several inves-
tigators. McGinnisgs studies (28;29)
were made.,,in an attempt to evaluate the
materials and procedure used in her
reading laboratory progr The finding
of statistically,significan ins for
the experimental groupp involved led her

4
11

assume that the materials and procedures
were of-value in improving both ,the read-
ing ability. and the point-hour ratios of

college'students. She attributed the
gains made, in part, tp the nature of the
aterials used in doing corrective work,
these having been pripariily directed,
toward heademic attainment rather than
merely an increase in reading rate; She
also assumed that mechanical instruments
and techniques Used had some effect In
facilitating development of reading and
study skills, but she did not regard these,
'being the primary effecting factois.
TheMedical.students in Sheldonts,inves-
tigatiOn (44) requested that materials
more related to theirfields be used in
the reading program. This was tried, and .'
wile the experiment was not specially

.

directed toward thiOpoint, indications
were that such materials were inadequate
for improvement purposes WestoVer and.
Miller (53) described,individualized pre-
4oedUres used With an adult reading crass.
The-forty,hours of training provided in-
cluded practice with' an individual pacing
machine, tachist6scopic training with
digits,.and rapid reading paced by a
group reading timer. Information relative
to'results was to have'beenreported at a
later date, but this reviewer was unable
to locatelocate such information.

Investigations concerning effegts
achieved by use of specific mechanical

,

methods have been reported by Fleeburne,
Glock; and ,Lewis. ,Freeburne (19) used
the Flashmeter for measurement and train
ing in perceptual span and sped.. Sub-
jects used were University of Iowa fpsh-
men in six retedial classes whoihad spored,
at or below the twentyfifth percentile
on the Bloomers Rate of&acitag'CoM ehett-.

sion Test. Two teachers'each taught,
PeIceptual speed group, a per6ptive s an-
group, and a control group, For a period
of three weeks, training in perceptual
speed. or erceptual span was:given the
experimen al grouiSdWhile thb control

.

groups carried on work in Speaking or
writing. Then all gr'oups were glyen in-
tensive reading training or three weeks.,
Gains, as measured by the Iowa Silent
Reading Tests, made by the groups trained
in perceptual speed and those trained in
perceptual span did not differ sjegnificant
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from those made by the cdntrol group, sug-
resting that the Flashmeter testing alone,
lay have provided effectilie practice for
the chntrol group.

Glock (21) reported a study of the
relative effect of three methods of train-
ing, or mid:felons upon eye movements and
reading rate. Two sections of freshmen
remedial-reading groups were assigned to
each method, with three teadhers being
involved in study. Under one condi-
tion, mechani spacing'and pacing ob-
tained, the HarvardFilms being employed
to flash test in phrases across and down
a screen. Under the second condition, '

only Mechanically controlled pacing was
impoSed,"being achieved by a film deve-
loped by Glock whereby two lines of text
were projected. simultaneously. Under the
third condition, no means for mechanically
controlling reading were used; the sub-
jects read printed materials under the
verbal set to attempt to read as fast as
was consistent with comprehension.. The
text used in all three methods was that

ilisghhiC:iiiaREE:Te:FEEE:nt
Reading Test, and the Bloomers Rate LI:
Reading Comprehension Test) and Ophthal-
0-Graph eye movement records were used in
the analysis of results. The evidence
did not show that techniques designed
specifically to train eye movements were
generally more effective than the other
methods. Contidering certain of the
criteria, controlling eye-movement practice
did prove to be superior in training rate
of.comprehension. No significant differ-
ences were found between methods used for
improving rate when n2, level of compre-
hension walset for the reader. The effi-
ciency of irmethodvaried with the criter-

*ion and the teacher.
A report of an-investigation by Lewis

(27) showed.thatwhen two groups of adults,
equated on the,basis,of initial reading
speed, were ;trained by two different
methods, the group trained in cemprehen-ff
Sion made a gain in speed nearly three
times that of the group trained
sively to improve eye movement exercises-.
A nmmbekof mAhanical devices (flash-'
meter, m4tronoscope, and mimeographed °°
eyeAmprovement exercises) were used

4.
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exclusively with the latter grouprithe
former group Concentrate on strUcturexFf

,material, speed .of comprehension, and in...
sight into an author's thinking, meaning,
and intent. _

'Information with respect to incidence
of poor reading ability among college stu-,
dents is to be found in several reports.
Bear (Lk) alludes' to surveys -which-411dd
cate thatan average of 15 to 20per ee,Ilt
of freshmen may be expected to be q 1te'
deficient in reading ability, with rom
54.0...per cent being so seriously re-
tarded that extensive individual help is
he On the baSis ofNelson-Denvy
R Test scores, Brown (7)-found 6
per cen;t Of University ofMinnisota

.- entering students reading-ht ninth grade
,level or below, .14 per cent-at tenth grade
level or below, and 21 ppr beat at ele=.-
Venth grade level or below. 'or.338

entering studentS"tested with the Iowa ...*
Silent Readieg.Test, Brown found 12 per
cent reading at ninth grade level.or be-

t low, 23 per cent at 10th grade level tir
below, and. 33 per cent at eleventh grade
level or below. Comparison/with other
colleges sand universities led Brown to
view the spread as not-unusual but rather
common. 2

, .

Several investigations of the reading
..-interest, habits, or attitudes of college
. students have also been reported. Abraham
(1) administered a questionnaire to a'
cross-section of some twelve-hundred fresh
men and seniors in nine colleges and mil-
versities. He found heavy school assign=
ments checked most often as a reason for
not reading more. Picture magazines were

ei
most widely read nd preferred, and a lacic
of interest in sc, olarly and professional
publications was indicated. drown (7),.
comparing questionnaire results with indi=
vidual scores and final improvement achiev=
ed with his reading-training prOgram,
folt*d that imprOvement seemed to depend
strongly on effort, frequent use of the
dictionary, practice and observation of
practice effects, wide reading-= attendance.
at Harvard ReadingFilms, and t of

skill emphasized.' Telephone ansW s to a
shori,questionnaire wpre,secured.from'a
Stratified sample of one'hundred Univer-
sity, of Illinois students by Chapin (10
Results indicated that, aPProximately hal

),
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read for recretion more than four hours
per week, Ile percentage increasing with
classification level, more veterans than
non-veterans, and more working than non-

4f)working students read more than our
No differences were found for sex

and martial status, and books most, fre--
-qaently mentioned were mostly standard
and above, (Flesch index). Hull (22),

, studying the reading interests of fresh-
men, most of whom were from rural die- ,

tricts, found a preference for short easy
items,..with more juvenile 'readkng among
junior college students than expected.
The strong influence of book clubs and
Pocket book editions was noted, and the
-classics encouraged by high schools and
on required lists were practically out
of the picture. The amount Of,mystery
story reading was surprisingly small.
Michael,_ RosenthAl, and _pre Camp (31)
found the literary'preferehces of ode-
_hundred,twenty, Princeton students to be
affected more by ttheir on tastes than
by the prestige of authors, a contradic-.
tien of the traditional thesis of pres-
tige-suggestion. A strong interest in
vocational adjustment was found for
veterans enrolled in a'junior college by
Weingarten (52). However, the reading of
these men during the war and in college
indicated an extension 'of interests and
needs beyond the vocational and a search,
for reading material° to eatisfy such.
An investigation of the extra- curricular
reading; interests of stud4Rts was also
made bylones (24). Preston (37) found
thAtila small croup of superior college
women, who had relatively poor reading
ability, felt themselves handicapped, but
thatitheyOonded to rationalize, i.e., ,

c41 found certain:advantages in slOw
treading.

The problem ofreadability appears to
beNobtai ing an increasing degree of
recogn4on. Fleschis presentation-4f
r.ew readability measures in 1948 (16) was
:followed by a series of criticisms and
rebuttals. Farr and his associates arm-

- lyzed twenty-two employee handbooks and
presented resulting data in justification
of their simplification of Fleechis

formula (14). Flesch (17). and Klare X25)
pregented rebuttals, and a reply was made
to these (15), Michaels and Tyler (32)
compared readability ratings obtained for
a selection of United National publicatioZt
by applications of the Dale-Schall, the
Flesch, and the Forge Formn, e. The Dale-
Schall and Flesch formulae placed the
materials mostly at a college, freshman,
level; the Forge foradla placed them 'near
an eighth grade level. A reading test 04

4,tile materials inditated that these were
too difficult for a group of pupils whose
average reading abilitrathsi of col-
lege feeshmen.

Prognosis and diagnosis in reading im-
prov6Ment programs were exPfissed as.
problems by soma writers, and vveral .

experimental investigations were 'reported.
Despite the relative elaborate testing
program in the Univ*sity of Chicago'
Reading Clinics, Purfield (8) expressed a
need for better screening and diagnostic
test. She found that in general, those
having lowedt vocabulary scores gained
the least; those having lowest rate scores

&gained the most; and those having highest
"'Lcomprehension scores gained the most.
Brown (7) reported that high school rank
furnished a fairly good index of what
progress might be expected in vocabulay
impratiement and paragraph comprehension'

Carter t9) used a Maico Psychomotor to
measure,phangas in palmar skin resistance
of each of twenty inferior acid . twenty

superior readers while these subjects A

read portions of the rtraz Oral Reams
Eammtha Tent. He found that average
chango in Palmer skin'resistance mould not
be expected ,to differentiate between
superior 4lid inferior .readers except as
materials became more difficult. He
suggeSted use of his technkque in mea-
suring frustration similtaneo sly with
the measurementof reading& ievement
and in determining whetheifrpsychotherapy
or merely remedial tuling.waS' needed:
Freeturne (18) presente 'figures to
twentyfour subjects bypeans of a tachis-
toqcopic device and then determined the.
number, of figural after- effects. obtaining.
He found positive corrOations between

6 ,,10*
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number of figured after -effectd and
total, and subtest scores on the Iowa
Silent Reading Test, but only one was
significantly greater th_)zero. He I

concluded that the results of his study
mist be considered 'to be negative, in-
scifar as use of the tests as tools for
the teacher of remedial reading waseon-
serned. Triggs (50) concludes, on the
tasis of research, that tests which break
down mental abilities are much more
valuable for determining techniques to be
used, and predicting success in, cor-
rective work than are tests measuring
general ability. Tinker (49), coordina-
ting the findings of a series of,experi-
ments,' found that pause duration, t en
alone, was not a valid measure of ad-
ing proficiency; but when combine with
fixation freqUency, the resultin per-
ception time appeared-to be a f irly
vaarid measure.

'Several reports were concerned with
readingability and scholastic ability
or academfe.achievement. Murphy and
David (33) reported small, but signifi-
cant, negative'' correlations between ave-
rage-freshman grades and ability to rea-,
son in reading (vSeptulary, level being
hold constant). Preston. and Tuft ,(-39),

investingating the reading habits of
twenty-two junior women who were elibi--
ble for Phi Beta Kappa, found evidence
to contradict the popular assumption
that good scholarship demandi efficient
reading ability as a prerequisite. In
terms of the particular tests and norms
used,, from one-third to one-half of the
group was lasting in reading speed,
reocgnition oran, freedom from redrenoivb
movemento, and comprehension. Wheeler
and Wheeler, (54;55) reviewed a number

of studies and,pointed put that indica--
tions of reading-ability are not neces,
sarily measures of intelligence and
that the difficulty of reading material
in an intelligence test does not dif-,
ferentiate the poor reader unless it I's
suffic4ently above hie reading level fo
interfere with rate and comprehension.
A study of reading proficiency and intel-
ligence ratings of University of MiaMi
freshmen led them to conclude that the
Agg Psycholwical Examination is materially
influenced by reading efficiency. cr

This paper will conclUde with brief
references to several investigations con
cerning, in a braod or general way, pos-
sible factors affecting reading. Strother

.(48) found that the level of muscle action
accompanying the reading of materials
expressive of happiness, hate-anger,
tranquillity-reverence., and fear dif-
fered significantly,. The greatest re-
action was to fear-involking material;
the least to tranquillity-reverence.
Heals() found a more widespread involve-
ment, heightened by practice, for a group
of unlelected subjects than for a group
well-trained in interpretative reading.
Murroughs (34) reported finding no signi-
ficant correlations between improvement
found on readingtests, after completion .

of a readiv program, and retinal rivalry
rates. Iroeburne and Fleischer (20)
inves4gating the effects of music dis-
tractibn upon reading, found no signi-
ficant difference(' between rate and bom-
prehonoion performance of a'control

44o group and groups exposed to claboical,
oemi-claooical, or popular music during
reading. They did find that the group
exposed tji jazz read, oignificantly faster
than the control group:
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ASSESSING STUDENT REACTION' TO A. COLLEGE
DEVELOPMENTAL READING PROGRAM

Dr. A. J. Kingston, Jr., Texas A. and M. HCollege'

also agree that it 16 of ten difficult, to

ascertain the degree of motivation posse-
ssed by each student enrplled in a group
program. At the SaMe time for reasons
of expediency numerous colleges and uni-
versities have, developed group reading
programs, Sometimes. it seems that we
take for granted that dhch itudentipostes.
ses a maximum. degree of. motivation when
he enters'a program and that he maintains
that motivation throughout the entire
program. . As teachers we knOwfrom experi-
ence that we .can make no assumptions of

' this sort, but that we lust continuously
provide experiences 'which tend to increase

*dild 'maintai'n the motivation of all oig our
students. ,It seems reasonable to assume
that one of the best ways to assess the
motivational needs of students is to deter-
mine how they feel about a 'program or
course. This study represents ark attempt
to describe the reactions of A group of
students to the various techniques
Tloyed in a typical group reading program
and to assess the opinions of .the-students
regarding the value to them of such train-
ing.

The remedial reading program' at the
Agricultural and Mechanical College of
Texas is administered under the guise of
a credit basic course. The majority of
students enrolled in the program have..

Since the' end of World War II many
institutions' of higher learning' have de-
velOpea various types of programs designed
to improve tlid reading skills Cf* their
students. Most of these prograMs halre .

placed major emphasis on the development
of faster reading rate and greater read-,
ins. comprehension. Many reportt. of the
successes of such programs have been pub.,
lithed in varioUe professional journals.
Almost all repOrts seem tro emphasize are
increased dreading rate. and Comprehension
as measured by standardized testing de-
vices or; in-a:few cases, the improved
academic ,achievement of students who had
participated in reading programt. Few
reports haVe been published concerning
the, reactions of participating students
toward the programs themselves. While
there. should be no doubt that improved
reading effectiveness and acadeinic achie-
vement must be considered as the primary
C9aIs of any college reading program, the
discovery of how a student feels aboUt
the course can also " furnish evidence of
its success. This factor_eeems, to have
been overlooked or taken for granted in
most institutional programs. ,

,heading specialists continuously 61-
phasize the importance of motivation if -

.the student is to 'achieve maximum benefit
from a' reading program. list. specialists
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either freshman or sophomore classifica-

tion. The course is so.oranized that
each section meets in groups of thirty to

° thirtyrfive fot two fifty-minute periods

each week. These periods are devoted to
such activities as tachistoscopic train-
ing and practice special reading exercises
from a workbook. Special reading 19.1ms
are also employed at these times. In,

addition tothese periods of group work,
each student devotes fifty minutes each
week to training with a reading accelera-
tor. Accelerator training is individual-
ized so that each student progresses at
his own rate.

In order to determine the reactions of
students to tht reading program, a ques-
tionnaire, was, administered to 376 students
enrolled in the course during the fall5(4.444,7
semester of 1952 a4/to 408 students en-
rolled in' the s Sg semester of 1953. '

All queptipnnaires were anonymous so that
students would eXpress their reactions'
freely. The questionnaires contained the
following instructions: "We.are interest-
ed in discovering how you feel about the
Remedial Reading Program. Place'a check
in the space which best indicates how
you feel about each.question." In general

the items were designed to evaluate the
-attitudes-of the students.regrading the
value of the course in the improvement of
reading skills and toward the various
mechanical devices and psecial exercises
employed in the program..

. A tally of the responies to the ques-
tionilaire indicated that most students
felt that the course had helped them to
improvetheir reading skills. A majority
also felt that the course had helped theffi
to improve their reading skills. A majo-

,41.,Tity also felt that it was easire to read.
their study assignments as a result of
the prograffi. It was interesting, however,
to note that only slightly more than-one-
half of the students felt that the course
had helped them, to improve their academic
grades. '.0ne reason for this attitude:
seemed to be that the questionnairewas ,
adMinistered prior to final examination
.week and many students indicated am un-
'willingness tomake comments either pro
or con. Itshould be also pOinted out
that' in genera' the students who were en-
rolled in the reading program tended to

I,
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represent a below average gimp in ochol-
astic aptitude. For many ntudonto poor
reading skills was net the fundamental
Cause of academic difficult.

An apparent inconsistency was noted in
the responses, made to the items designed
to evaluate the development of mature
reading habits. Although over flixty.per.:
cent of the students indicated that `they
enjoyed. reading more than they had prior
to enrolling in the prograM, only thirty-
five percent stated that they did more
recreational reading that they had prior
to receiving training. Many students
volunteered the information that they were
unable to do as much recreational reading
as they would have liked due to the pressure
of their academic duties. It is doUbtful,
however, that this excuse can'be accented .;

at face value. It seems more likely that
many students will not transfer acquired
reading skills to recreational reading
unless this goal is emphasized in the
reading program.

The responses to items designed to
determine the attitudes of students toward
the various devices .employed -in the program
were interesting.' Most students felt that

the reading acceierator"was most beneficial.
The reading films, the-workbook, and the
tachistoscope.receited votes in that order.
Any'interpretation of these responses must
rely upon the answers to, other questions
not encompassed,by this study. Can stu-

dents tell which technique of remediation
is the most ot the least valuable to them?'
Did students respond, to the items in terms

of their own felt needs? Did the methods

of utilizing the devices influence the
responses of the students.? AA previously
mentioned, this study did not presume to
investigate these:factort, but these re:-

sults point out the need for a more.care-

ful investigation designed to demonstrate
the valUe of using various mechanical
devices 'for motivating students.

The use of the questionnaire method en-,

abled those. who Were cenducting the read-.

ing program to ascertain how the part,lcfpw,

tinzatudents reacted to it. Although the

results seemed to indicate that mist stu-

dents felt that they had benefitn fromis

the course, they also reveale
seemed to need further analys s. For ex-

ample during the fall semootel, many of the
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The following Aable illustrates the responses to the questionnaire discussed in this

study. '

Instructione: We are interested in discovering how you feel about the. Remedial Read..

ing Program. Place. a check in the apace which best indicates` how you feel about each

question.

,.Item .Year Semester
1 1

Number
Students

Spring Semester
1 2

Number-
% Students

1. Ras this course helped you to improve
your reading Skills

2. Do you find it easier to read your
study assignments now than you did be-

' fore taking this course?
3. Do you fee that this course has helped

you to imp ve your grades in any of
your academic courses?

4. Do you now enjoy reading more than you
did before taking this 'course?

5. Do'you do more recreational reading now
than you did before taking this course?

.6. In order for you to develops adequate
reading skills, do you feel that the
length of this course is:

7. Which of the techniques used to
help you has been the most a

valuable?

8, Which of the techniques used to
-help you has been the least
valuable?

9. Do you feel that sufficient time
, was devoted to vecabulary deve-
lopment?

Yes
No
Und.
Yes
No
Und.
Yes
No
VAC
Yes
No
lind4

Xes
No
Una,

'Too Long
Too Short
Just Right

Und. 0

Tachistoscope 19
Reading Pacer 150
The Work Book 44
Reading Film° 133

Undecided 18
Tachistoscope 136'

Reading.Pacer 68

The WorkBook 70

Reading Films 64
Undecided 18

'Yea 145

No 229

Und. 2

365 97.07 395 96.81
11 2.93 10 2.45

0 0.00 3
326 86.70 360
50 13:3,0 47
0 0.00 1

205 54.42 259

151 40.16 , 136
20 5.32 ' 13

241 64.1e 245

131 34.84,. 158

4 1.06 5
133 35.57 144
240 63.83 257

3 .80 7

15 3.99 24
242 64.36 214
119 31.65 167

0.00 .3

5.05 24
39.89 165
11.70 ,456

35.37
4:79 2
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18.09 58
18.62 63
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60.90 209

.53 8
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6.81
2.45
.74

8.24
1.52
.24

3.48
3.33
3.19
0.05

73
.22
29
99
72
.88

45
.93
.74
.88
.44

73
.43

.38.

.38

.22
44.

08
38
81
2.3
96_

reading instructors b ieved that too much
'time was beng devote to vocabulary
development. The ques ionnaire indt-
bated that the students\4isagreed.
..Similarly the legnth of Vle course during
the fall semester had bee approxima-
tely twelve weeks for'som%of the sec-
tions. Many students felt that the
program was too short. As4 'result of
the question/wire the legntkof the pro-
gram was lenandned to fifte. n weeks and

more vocabulary trainirig,given. The re-,
sults of the spring questionnaire served
to reflect these changes. Since motiva-
tion plays such an important role in
reading improvement it would seem that
some method of this type which would'
reveal student reaction to the course
content,-teaching techniClues, and mecha-1
nicalaid should supplement the more
common methods used in the evaluation i
of a reading program.

VOCABULARY DEVELOP ENT IN
.40aiss Loris DeFigh,

Reading is by nature a thoughtful ac-
tivityl The chief characteristic of any
good silent reading performance is mental
elaboration of ideas'. The ideas are
those presented by the writer, those
brought into, the reading situation 'by the
Fader out c4' his own past experiences,
t new ones created and the old ones
mo ified by the intermingling of the two.
Ideas must be understood when presented;
they must be interpreted, evaluated, and
apiAie'd in some wax in order for reading
to serve a worthy purpose.

However, none of this mental activity
involving ideas could happen wijhout ade-
quate command of the means by v1llic4.the
ideas are first stimulated. Words are
the'"triggers" that set up-the patterns
of thought in the reader's mind at the
outset. Without complete understanding
of thaSe "triggers" the whole communica..
,dive experience would be impossible.
Both writer and reader must understand
the symbOlic system employed in order to
engage in linguistic intercourse. Words
and ideas are inseperable. The former is
a means to the latter. This being the
case, emphasis must be pldbed on vocabu-
lary control and development in any good
reading-program. Students must, as they
express it, "talk the lingo" of many areas
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of expressed idbas. TheY,mu4t become
sensitive to the thought covered. They
cannot belike the oral reader'who ex-
press& with exactness a seItCtion td*
audience, but upon' being questioned about
the ideas she had read, regied, "I don't"
know. I wasn't listening." .k%

Indiyiduals are constantlysexpresSiplg
their own ideasIn one way or another.
TheyAare also continuously,engar.d in
getting impressions of the'ideas of others.
All huffian beings have natural urges to
communicate with one another. They will
develop these abilities in the natural
course of growth. In &systematic program
of developing ability to express thoughts
or derive' impressions, we are simply
training individuals to'dc,:with greater
effectiveness what they have the natural
urge to do, and would do, in one way or
another, anyway.

Students have a need to develop two
kinds of vocabularies: an expressive
vocabulary which includes the symbols useci
in writing and speaking, and the impresr-
sive vocabulary which they will use in
reading and listening. There will be
symbols that students will now as a part
of one of the above vocabularies and not,
the other. For example, It is not un-
common for a student to have a "hearing"
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knowledge of a term and yet be unable to
use it to express an idea of his own.
Recently I overheard a student remark about
a work, "Sure, I know that. I've heard
it lots of times!" but when asked to
-give a clear explanation of its meaning,
or touse it correctly to express an
idea, he, was completely at a loss to do
.so. We superficially hear words used and
see them in print, without any clearcut
concept of thereaction their use should
stimulate in our minds.

The example cited is illustrative of- _

one of the major problems in vocabulary
development at the college level - namely:,
to make students,more acutely aware of
their vocabulary inadequacies. Years of
practice in passing over
words they do not know, moving blithely -A
along the lines of print, happily ignor-
ing whatever strange words are there, is
not conductive to vocabUlary growth.

One of the first steps toward vocabu-
lary development among college students
it.44to .develope a "word consdience;" a
word conscience that nags at the reader
every time he snubs a symbolic friend.
He must learn to recognize when a word
does not create an impression in his mind
and disUipline hIlIelf to see its meaning
at o'nce, both iiithe present contest where
it ovIirrs, wherever'else it
m'Otbe encountered:presenting a differ-
enti,,concept.

i'secona problem with which we must
deal is an inadequate background of ex-
periences necessary for the varied in-
terpretations that must be made by the
reader in widely differentiated areas of
content. This is particularly true at the'
college level where higher level reading
materials deal with ideas that are so
abstract, so elusive, or so "long ago and
far away" from the experiences of the
reader. I can recAll a young man with
whom I worked recently who, over the years
of Pre-college, had approached the problem
of vocabplaryextension largely through
looking up lists of words in the diction-
ary.' He had looked over the meanings
given; assumed they said somewhat the
same thing, picked out the shortest one

--,-(He was physically lazy as well as mentally
so!), and wrote it down. Upon the sur-
prising discovery of the extent to which
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to which one can go in interprgtating
and usfng a single term, he cried in dis-
tress, "Illl.never learn all that.' I

thought.I knew the meaning, of these words!

When words can stand for so many conceptS,
many of which the student has not anade-
quate experiences to develop, we have an
extremely hazardous pitfall, to avoid;
that of talking, with words about words.
To do so can become a reckless, thought-
less, and extremely worthless activity
indeed.

A third problem that studantpresent
is their inability to-kse the skills of ,

word attach necessary to identify the word
to be learned._ These skills may seem to
be quite elementary to some, and it is
quite true that they are first taught at '
,the elementary school level, but never-
theless, students continue to arrive at
college unable to employ the necessary
tools of word attack that are absolutely
essential in the approach to wordrdearning.

College reading programs have no other
choice than to assume the remedial job
of supplying the necessary instruction in
these skills to students whose previous
training in them has proved inadequate.
Without the ability to employ these lower-
level skills, we-cannot move with the
student into the wordstudy areas that
employ higher-level abilities in vocabu-
lary development,

HOW-DOES A VOCABULARY GROW?
Vocabulary development is a graual --

process of growth in word control." This
growth process proceeds in three direc-
tions which might be referred to as
height, breadth and depth.

Height begins the process. Children
build their knoweldge of words upon words,
acquiring more and more in number, tiling
them up higher and higher. Through lis-'
tening and talking the number of known
words:increases until by the age of six,
when they enter school, they bring with
them a speaking and listening knowledge
of approximately 2,500 words.- Then the
reading vocabulary is introduced. In

the beginning much of the vocabulary con-
sists of a transfer of terms from those
already known in speaking and listening
to the reading and writing situations.-
After a while the vocabularies -of all
the facets of language become more
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parallel and together move upward in an Re made an association at this point;. he
'inter-related way. Words met in reading reOalled that the word sympathy contained
must become usable to the student in the same word part.. This word. means, "same
speaking and writing. Words heard and feeling" or'"beine:of the same frame of

t-een must convey meaning in reading s
uations.

In order to change unfamiliar words
into familiar ones one must acquire a
working command over certain types of
skills: (1) those'concerned with pro-
4ounciation, and (2) those concerned wi
unddrstanding meaning. .

Students attempting to attach an un-
familiar word must employ the'following
aids:

a. Use of the context surrounding the
unknown word as a means of figuring
out what the word is;

Therefore path in antipathy must
mean °feeling," and with the suffix anti,

e meaning must be "feeling against some-,
or "being of. Opposite frame of

nd." He checked his reasoning.against
the Context, decided it tp.de sense and

/ continued on his way'in%the reading situa-
tion,. He knew and employed useful tools
'of structural analysis toenable,him to
get the new word quickly without having
to interrupt the line of thought while he
condulted,,a diitionary.,

\It Shou1d, notNbe assumed that the Stu-
dent pi32 d never use the dictionary. In-

b. Use of certain analysis techniques; deed. it can be one,* his most valuable
either phonetic or structural i.e., tools. However, it 'should truI'y be a
consonant letter sounds, vowel's., syl- tool and'notha crutch. A dicqcnary might
labib accent, etc.; well be employed ini the aboye Opmple at
c. Use of the dictiona*, the end of reqing session to check,:the s

These aids are very,usehl to the line of reason4g af, the student:' IA this
Student if he knows how to them way he may be :Sure his attack was,corTect.
Many college students do not It hit been It should be Used also when the efforts
my unfortunate experience toAncounter of independent att4ic do not yielethe
many college freshmen who have no working desired results. They cannot always dO-
knowledge of the independent attach that so in a complete war, but to the extent
can be made upon'a word.

They seem to be unequipped to make 'u. anh efficiency builders. k,
of the very elementary knowledge of the, -The use of-the dictionary presentOlts

that they can ba,us0d, they are tipt4avers

application of the final e principle, own problems with sttdents . bafort&ngtely
vowel diagraph principle, undergandings their command of the dictionary ski1144s.
concerning syllable division, aignment often so poor that itey' will spend as.,1,
of vowel sounds within syllables, etc. 4 much time attempting to utilize the dic4
when attempting to pronounce a new word. tionary as they will with the actual n9.\
They depend upon context as best they can,'' terial that ttey.wish to readb When this('

. .

or, if they are really concerned about the case the dictionary cannot fun-
complete clarification of the word, they 'ction as the aid it is meant to be If

seek it in the dictionary. If they are students better understood the use of
gaide words, the pronunciation symbols,.
accent marks, and other such skills con-
cerned with locating the word and inter-
preting its meaning; if they were able 4.

to understand the meanings given, make
"the appropriate selection for the given
context in which the word appears and
"tune" the.meaningsinto this context in

not concerned, they ignore it and go on
without a clarification.

A. young freshman I observed recently
will,Serve as an example of the use that-
can be made of some of these skills. I
watched him attack the word antipathy as
follows', 'He first analyzed visually the.
word's structure; that is, its root plus.
the prefix anti, and noted the 2ending, an understandable way, much wastedeffort
often found on noun forms. He recoghised da.co be conserved. . .

the meaning of anti as "against." So he I do-not wish to imply that their pre-
reasoned the word as naming something vious training has negleCted to fncluda,
which is against something. His next

.
the skills., Probably theswstUdents have

step was to identify the meaning of path. been subjected to. at lease some of them
,
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before in their earlier school experience.
However, it remains a fact that many of
them are in college today without the com-
mand of skills necessary to effectively
employ thei in their study activities.

If students were able to efficiently
employ all theseltechniques, they would
have tools with which to work toward build-
ing their stock of words, and the pile
would grow higher and higher. The numbers
of words added should increase continuously.

Vocabulary must grow in breadth as well
as height. This means that students ex-
tend outward, broadly, their knowledge
of known words. There are many ways that
this is done. One way is to recognize the
many forms that lawslpgle word can have and
the many functio t can perform. If a
new word is first met as a noun, then the
student may extend his vocabulary know-
ledge of thi4 single word by discovering
if it can f4fiction as a verb, an adjective,
or some other part of speech, sometime by
merely changing slightly its basic form
or structure. This is illustrated in the
word 242,, which can become egoist, egotist,
egotistical, egoism.

This,knowledge can broaden still more
if a student comes to understand the var-
lent meanings the word can have, sometimes,
without changing its'structure or function
in the sentence. The simple word line,
functioning as a noun without changing its
form, may mean: a line of print, a clothes
line, a telephone line, a line of attack,
a line of people, a fishing line, a line
of talk.

Becoming acquainted with a wordgsrela-
tives can broaden the vocabulary kniowledge
we seek. An example of this is in the'
word automobile, which can spread its re-.
lations over a wide area to include auto-
crat, automotive, autobiography, automatic,
autograph, automoton, autonomy, autoin-
toxication, authority, authorize, authen-
tic, and autopsy, and many others.

One can further broaden their word under-
standing by association of words with
other words. when their meanings contrast.
It has been said that, "A thing j.s never
so black as when its compared with white,"
and that is appliable here. Sometimes
meanings can not be so well understood
until they area placed alongside an op-
posite meaning for comparison.. Using
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antonyms and. synonyms is a very.effective
way to intensify understandings of the .
kriown word and-also to stretch forth'to
the realms of others, some of which are
unfamiliar and offer new opportunity for
more word exploration.

In. addition to antonyms the word study
would also include sfnonyms, homonyms and
hetekonymsi This broadening of meaning
gives the student greater possibilities
for interpreting. intended meaning.

The third and final aspect of.the voce.:;
bulary development process 10 depth.
This is a much,more subtle phase of the
process than the first two and has its
place at the higher levels only, after a'
firm foundation for it has been establi,
shed in the two phases previously dis-
cussed. In this aspect we must consider
vocabulary as it expresses Mood,
fication, degree,implicationoassocia..
tion and figurative meaning. This phase
of language development, perhaps more
than the others, builds an appreciation
Of the richness of our language, Figura,
tive language should not be restricted
to the reading of fairytales, poetry 'and t.
.legends of childhood. We must not over-
look the opportunities offered in the
study of idioMs, satire, irony, and non -
literal language as we work with students
at the higher levels.

They need.to feel the,undetones, to
sense the bias, theexaggerated, the
playing up of one understanding and the
minimizing of another, through clever
choice of words. They need to recog-
nize the emotional appeal, the sarcasm,
the "goody-goody" overplay that one en-
counters so frequently in. materials
meant to propaganidiZe, to exert pressure,
and by such means seek to control the'
thinking of the reader.,

It would seem appropriate in.summary,
to point out the following considerations
that teachers at the college level must I
take note of in vocabulary development as
a part of their rea4ing programs.

1. At the college level it is not un-
common to find students at many levels:
in their vocabulary development% ,The
instructional program for them must
begin at the point of the development
'of:itudent and must be largely an in-
dividual matter..



2. In order to insure the student
against "word-learningloon purely a
verbalistic level, the words must be
outgroiiths of actual, or jricarious ea-
periences of the student-in latguagt
situations. Much4doing, seeing, talk-
ing amA'listening, as well as reading,
should be the.stimulus ox word study.

3. Materials used should b varied in
type, content and difficult . Asgood
reading program develops ve atility
in the reader in order that he may 4
broaden his reading experiences for

. #
his personal Competence,and enrichment.

4: Students should be helped to deve-
lop more wholesome attitudes about
reading. They should be helped to see

,
the value in being able to express them-

4
selves well and to.interpret the'ideas
,of others with clarity and understana-
ing. Only through better use of"-their

communicative abilities can they achieve

their own fullest ersanal realization

424
, and at the same ime develop complete
harmony and unde tending between them-

selves and others.

TYPES OF EA.DIN

-.tr. William Eller, U

For the pagi year iheaecutive Com-
mittee of the Southwest Reading Conference
has been collecting, by means of question-
naires, information about reading im-
provement programs in colleges and univer-
sities throughout the South and Southwest.
Examination'of this data suggests that
there may not be distinct types of reading
-programs at suggested by the above title;
the examiner is more likely to be impress-
ed by the similarities of these various
programs than by their differences."

The college instructor faced with the
task of establishing a,reading program, in
his college usually starts with an inquiry
into the methods and materials of existent
programs in his vicinity. The typical
questions asked have been used as a basis

. for the following summary of current .,

practices.
A

1). Department in charge of reading program:
In almost all institutions the college

reading courses are,a4miniitered by one
or a combination of these departments--
Psychology, Education, Guidance, English
(Communication Skills).

-2). Daturerof instructional staff:
The academic ranks of reading instructors
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is a matter that is determined by s ze of
institution and the extent of deitelopment
of the reading. progr . Inmost cases
the plane-Oft& work s done by a staff
member with the rank of assistant pro-
fessor or higher, but once the' program is
under way and especially after it has
expanded to several times its original
enrollment, assistants of lesser academic
rank are often employed. ,Farticularly in
larger universities 'the bulk of the ac=
tual teaching itt.done by graduate assis-
tants and others who have not attained
professorial status.

3) Basis of student referrals:
This is one aspect in which there is

.considerable variation between Schools.
In some institutions the reading course
is offered on an entirely, voluntar basis,

while in others, all the enrollees e

selected by screening tests and are re-
quireAto take the course just as much
as they are required to take freshman

English. Most colleges' which require
poor readers to takevork in reading,

also provide sections in which other
students may enroll voluntarily. Vol-

untary enrollments result from referrals

by advifkas, professors, counselors,

Z4



friends and scholastic comoittee
fraternities and sororities, Some stu-

7, dents enroll without specific'referral
because they are suspicious of their, Own
reading abilities. -Publicity in school'
newspapers stimulates this last type of
enrollment.

4) Total hours of instruction:
The total-Wount.of instructional time

varies from a minimum of 10 at 12 hours
to a virtually, unlimited amount. It is

impossible to calculate a'maximum in a
few colleges because studAnts are per-

."witted to repeat the readihg courses un-
til they feel that they have profited
maximall7. In the Southwest the model
situation is theone in which two or three
liours of instruction are offered each
week for a semester. .

5) Academic credit given:
Just three or four years ago very few

institutions were a lowing academic credit
for reading improv ent courses. Many
college curriculum ers felt that
students should t e suc a self-improve-
ment course without credit on the assump-
tion that they should have. learned to
read before entering college. The allow-

, ance of'credit then, is partly a produCt
of the spread of the philosophy that
reading skills should be developed through-
out the academic life of the student. A
second-and more realistic reason is student
demand for credit, and limited student in-
terest when no credit,ts given. Both
interest and attendance seem to be helped
when credit is offered.

6) Cost to Student:

Almost all.colleges provide rea' ng.
'training at.no extra .cost to their 'wn
students but therp,are a very few wh Ch
charge a small fee on the logic that since
considerable expensive equipment is'in-
volvei. a feeds as jastified:as in other
laboratory courses.

7) Equipment Used:
As would be expected, the equipment era,.

plQed varies'from college to, .college, but
ther e are three types of mechanical aids
predominating: (1) reading (2),

reading rate accelerators: 0) tachisto-
scopic devices. A few large scale pre-
iiame Use mechanical equipment which is
the product of local ingenuity.

8) Materials uses:
In addition to the glides needed tor

tachistescopic presentation and. the prose
material uded on the rate accelerators,
most College reading instructors use work-
book type exercises. Of the commercial
workbooks, Improving Reading Ability .by
Stroud and Ammons, and The College Ilev
lopmental Reading Manual,by Wilking and
Webster, are widely used.

9) Treatment' of, Severely Retarded Readers:
A very small percentage of college *'

students are such inefficient readers that:,
they cannot profit from the type of'
instruction given to the great,tulk of
their gontemparies, and ih fact, would'
only be frustrated if continuously ex-
posed to it. It is standard practice to
dear with such problem cases either in-
dividually or in very small groups, and
usually simple-reading materials are pro-
vided.
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TTHE RE DING IMPROVEMENT 15k0GRAM b AV SOUTHERN STATE COLLEGE

Dr Rudolph Fiehler, Southern State College of Arkansas ,,'.'

p

The reading improvement protrad at ,
_digit number slidei, a movie projectlr,

...SouthernState College, Magnolia, Arkansas, and a set of reading films (State Uni-

has-been developed on a limited budget versity of-Iowa). 'Printed materials In-

arid without the services of a-full-time °elude yorkbooks (Im rbvin Reading Abi-j
reading specialist, To launch the program, lity, by Stroud and ns), books of /

. nine teaching or threeZifths exercises in comprehension'(SRA Better;,

ofeKOnp instructor's t' e°, is being devoted Reading books and there), 1TaricSus 7:1

to the work, Making possible three classes; library bboks on,rea ing improvement,candN

,4gImeeting three hours a week. During the . the'Reade's Digest. Various standerdized

present semester, a rountine is being,, tests haVe been used, and a good deal of.,:

worked out for the course, and,,it may.be mimeographed material has been developed,

that in follwing semesters much of this for word attack. -

routine can be 'carried' on by astudent The'method of instruction has been to

assistant. If this it done, the director
of the program will continue to meet.the'
classes at least once 'a week. .

The reading improvement program was
,adopted.last September as an altefnatiye
to another planTor givingrs cial attbn_
tion to those freshmen 'whose erformance
in thetentrance examinations appeared to
indicate deficiencies in English. The

other plan would have inrolved the organi-
zation of 'Several decttons of freshman
English meeting fi've days a week rather
than the usual three. It was felt that
more could be accomplished through specific
training in reading than through additional
drill in grammar,.and that an opportunity
to earn an additional semester-hbur of
credit would be a wholesome incentive to
ihe students.

Class size is limited to twelft, and
thirty-four students'have been enrolled,
but it appears that with a little additional
:equipment "the class size could be increased

to fifteen or siXteOn. Because only a
:Irelatitely small proportion of the students
could be accommodated, selection of stu-
dents for the program has been left to the
,Dean of. Stuaents, who is also in charge
of the freshman testing'program. In
general, those students have been referred
who appear to be especially in need of the
training, but as the plan and purpose of
the reading laboratory has become known,
other students with A more general interest
1.1ave asked to be enrolled.

Mechahical eTuipment used iAthe reading
laboratory comprises three pacers, two
tachistoscopes used wtth two-by,,two slide
projects and sets g five, seven, and nine-

.
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,prov*de a variety of. activities, and
when possible to allow the students to
chodte their°oA. AbOut one third of the
time, or ohlhour a week is'used. for
activities engaging the entire class,

.

such as showing a reading*film, discussing
some general problem of reading improvem
ment, or working oh vbcatularydevelbp-
Iment width the Old of the mimeographed '
materials. During the other two-thirds
of the time, the students take,turis in
using the reading accelerators,. the v

tachistosbopes, and peworkbook materials.
'Having the students take turns with

the pacers and tachistoscopes has, made
it possible to get along with the minimum
of equipment that has been available with
.the,present budget. .Some ingenuity is

required" to allow eac s udeht to have
his turn with the me. cal aids, but
the alteration of act

f,

ity,within the

c ass encourages ind' dual students to .

p at their own work and to-send more
time in those areaA'which they feel will

,J .
be of most help,.to them. .

Most popular with the students at this
time,tis word-attack activity. A begin-,

ning is made with lists of word difficult
to 'pronounce, these words being fisted .

along with more familiar similar words
(e.g: impenetrable, --with ossible and
penrate). As a second step, groups of
rhyming wordnlare listed (e.g.: ridicu-
lous,metriculohs, fabulous, sedulous,
incredulous)e. Thirdly, groups of words
allied to L tin wotd-stems ate studied4.(e.g.:,cent Tally, centenary, centigrade

centipege and rcentage). ,Prefixes and.

.suffixes are also given attention. ,

o
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_After twelve weeks of training, tab 4
students enrolled have reported an averaik',-
gain in reading speed of l's words a minute,

1:

and it the consensus' of the groups that
the program has been well worth their

O .

READING IN THE COLLEGE CURRICULUM
Dr. Harrell E. Garrison, President; Northeastern State College of Oklahoma

To begin with, I wish to define the
two terms readina,and curriculum.
Webster's New International Dictionary
defines the term read as follows: "To
guess; to think; to estimate:AO suppose;
to discern; to interpret; to discover the
meaning of; to perform the act of reading
words, characters, of the like; to peruse;
or to go over with understanding, the words
Of a book or other like document. TO
utter-aloud what-is written; to give advice
or counsel; to tell; to declare. To study'
by reading - to read between the lines,
to infer something different from, or
supplementary to, what is indicated by a
literal reading; specifically, to detect
the real, as distinguished from the ap-
parent, meaning."

This term reading is so important in
the field of education that the Dicile
of Education by Carter. V. Good has given
two and one -half pages to defining and
analyzing it. (1). Perhaps we can re-
duce all of these meanings to the follow-
ing statement about reading: .Reading is
the act of interpreting obilCIs and am..
-bo/S7- j /0"-->

Among the many different meaning given
to the term curriculum are the following:

--Webster describes curriculum as "a race
, course; place for running. Also a
course;.particularly, a.specified fixed
course of study, as in a university."
The Dictionary of Education descriles
curriculum as (L) "a-systematic group
of courses or sequence of subjects re-
quired for graduation or certification
in a major field of study, for example,
social studies curriculum, physical edu-
cation curriculum; 2) a glneral over-

'

-all plan'of the content of specific
materials of instruction that the school
,should offer the student by way.df qua
lifying hia for graduation or certifith-
ion or'for entrance into &professional
or,a,vocational field;. (3) a body of
prescribed educative axperiences under,

.

school supervision, designed to provide
an individual with the best possible
training and experience to. fit him for
the society' of which he is a part or to
qualify him for a trade or A profession."

According to the aboVe definitions of
the term curriculum, the curriculum of
each student is made up of several dif-
ferent subjects, such as; geography,
Chemistry, history, soctOlogyMgebra,
etc. u.ese subjects, or the Subjett
mat which makes, up the diffe7ent

rricula, are learned or'mastered through
the process of interpreting objects. and
or symbols. In other words, subject mat
t is learned throughthe,propess of
riadins. thus, completing a curriculum
is a matter of learning how to read the
fields of knowledge involved. Knowing
how,to read the subject matter is not
only important in completing a carrcu-
ltun but is absolutely essential,.
.A great many, perhaps even a large

majority, of our teachers attempt to
teach the content of their subjecimatter
fields to their students:without realiz-
ing that numbers and numbers of those
studentt cannot read well enough to master
the subject. It is also true that there
are subject matter teachers who realize
that students cannot real their subject
matter but they have not had training in
teaching, people how to read therefore they
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cannot teach their students how 'to read.
These teachers generally consider them-
selves as subject matter teachers - not
as teachers of people - teachers of human
beings - capable of learning how to read
if they are taught properly how to read.
This holds true for high school teaching
as well as college teaching.

These teachers, themselves, are quite .r.
familiar with the objects and symbols
which make up the content of their chosen
fields. They have learned how to read
their subject matter,-but they are igi-
Aorant of the fact-that their students
/have difficulty or are not ready to
re d, and thus are unable to read their
sul ct matter. .In far too many pases,
these teachers set up standards, based
OXIA their own knowledge and ability to
redh4 which the students must attain or ,

"fail the subject." Those who fail are
then labeled ags,"dumbli or incapable of
learning, or loW in mental ability, or
slow to catch on, ox lacking in interest,
and are stereotyped as failures. Be-
cause of this stereotype, they, are forced
to withdraw from school and are denied
the opportunity of learning how to read,
which is the basic reason for their being
in school in the first place - whether
it be the first grade or college level.-

There are students who make passing,
and even excellent grades in_their sub-
jects because they have memorized the
'answers to questions which their,tea-
chers gave them. They have memorized,
rather than learned to read, the symbols
required for meeting standards set up
by the instructor. Thus they graduate
from the course not knowing how to read--

/

of knowing how to interpret objects
.

and symbols as far as this particular
field. of knowledge is concerned. This
inability to read carries over into life
following graduation or withd awal from
school. They learned to hat reading
while in school because of t e failure
stigma being attached to all of their
efforts to learn .how to read. Of if
they were taught to memorize rather than
read while in school, they will .hate
reading when out 'of school4 This point
Can b illustrated by the following
anecdote found in BurtontsGuidance of
LearAiam Activities. Burton says,

"I recall an anecdote from one of
Kiplingls tales of ,the struggles of a
little boy learning how to read. He
and his tutor, wrestle with the ptoblem
long and valiantly, Dikt prowess is
slow and halting. The process- is an

unhappy one .for both participants. At
last the day domes when .t e tutor says,
tYmbave learned how to Cad." The

. boy immediately throws do n his boac
saying, llaw, that I .can read, I shall
never read.again,In (2)

Somehow, I feel that'cailege and high
school teachers would all become reading
teachers ,as well as subject matter tea-
chers if they realized the importance of
knowing how to read in the life of each

. individual. Knowing how to read is more,
important and essential to the individual
affer7graduation than before because he
lives most of his life following gradua-:
tion. Knowing how to read and enjoying
reading following graduation is essential
to one's adjusting properly in society.
This ability and desire are essential if
democracy is to serve its purpose and if
peace is to be found thibughout the world.
In the Saturday, May 17, 1952, issue of
"School and Soceity", #obext M. Hutchins,
former chancellor Of the University of
Chicago and now associate director of the
Ford Foundation, was quoted as saying the
following: .

"It may be that the world cannot be
saved; but if it can be, it will be
saved by`tliejcind of education for
adtilts lhat'the public library is best;;
equipped to give." q)

High school and college students and
graduates are hot going to get this kind
of,education mentioned by Hutchins unless
their high school and collegx teachers
teach them how to read.

I recall reading a statement made by
Bacon which was somewhat, as follAn
(t Reading maketh a full man, conference a
ready man, and writing an exact man." The

lives of too any of our men and women are
deprived of the fullness of which they are
deserving, because tkieir teachers Aid not
teach them how to read.

How do I know that we have teachers in
our highschools and.colleges today who
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do not heed the reading disabilities of
their students? I am aware of this for
several reasons. 'A few months ago, I
was addressing a meeting of teachers.
During the address, I stressed the need
for high school teacher to be a reacting
teacher as well as a subject matter
teacher. One of the general science
teachers came to me follOwing the address
and stated that she'did not have time
to teach her boys and girls bow to read
general science, I asked her why she
did not have aria and she gave me the

-following categorical answer, "I must
finish the, textbook before the year 10
over." This teacer did not seem to
realize that finishing the textbook was
a worthless procedure for those pupils
who were unable)to read that textbook, .

and it is possible that three-fourths
of her students did not know how to read
the textbook. .

The very fact that,SaManvof our
students are dropping out of high school
and college is sufficient evidence that
th0 are not being taught how to read.
People enjoy real learning situations.
Lack of reading ability causes the po-
tential learning situation in school to
be a tedious, tiresome and. uninteresting
process to the youngster and he ultime-
tely finds every excuse possible for
dropping out of school.

-44
The low level and small amount of

reading done today by the American public
in general is a most convincing indict-
ment of our methods of teaching reading
or lack of teaching of reading on the
part of teachers at all instructional
levels.. The curriculum especially of
of the high sdhool"and college student,
in numerous cases, in fact, in far too
many cases, ,does not include instruction
in the technique) of learning how to read.

Not long ago, a college instructor
said to me that it was not a part. of his
duty to teach his students how to read.
He stated that.they'shaald have been
tauglp how to read before they reached
him. I would venture to say that eight?
percent of the high school and college

, teachers throughout the nation are of
the same Opinion today. This means to .

.be rather common thinking among. our
,sedondary and college teachers. 2 9.

22

,A few months agovnother college pro-
fessor saidto me that be felt we shot14
,.discontinue giving so much time to the
average and:hblow average etUdent..- Be.
suggested that we weren't giving nearly
enough time to the highly intelligent
student. It was his opinion.that we were
thwarting the intellectual growth or the
no called "bright" student by not giving
moat of our time .to Isfeedine his intel-
ligence. This professor was unable to
define intelligence in a satisfactory
manner and was unable to ouggoot a satis-
factory Method of deterlining*idh
students were highly-educated and which
were not. When he was, questioned as to
the.method he would use in determining
which students were in the so. called
Sluppei ten percent", be remarked that
he would,administer an' intelligence teat
to them and use the resulting score:as a.
determinant of their mental capabilities.
He *as questioned as to whether.or:not he
had ever administered an intelligence .
test hiliself and as to whether or not he

`had had much oxperiende in learning, to
interprets. the scores of an intelligenOe
tedt. His remark was that he had not
.had much direct experience in learning.
to interpret these'tests but that he was
Willing to take the word of the psycho-
logists. He continued.by stating that
the psychologAdta generally knew what
they were doing and that they rflommended
usingPintelligence tests to determine
intelligence.

I could continue.reporting stavements%
made by subject matter teachers which in-'
dicated their ignorance concerning the
true nature of learning - which indicated
their inabiliti'to use proper meth)ds of
teaching because they hdd never hat=,
experience in diagnosing learning *tif-
ficulties in a clinical situation. In
other words, they had. never had etperience
in studying only one individual for a
sufficient length of time to determine
the causes for'his disabilities and to
determine methods,dt remediation. For
instance, a high sAcol teacher of algebra
once said that he did not concern himself
with those students who get into his
classes and cannot meet the standards he
,sets up for them He either fails them
or gives them very low grades and



concentrates his attention on those
dents who are able to comprehend. A
suggestion to.thia teacher thahia slow
students may not be ready for the
standards he set and that he might have
to slow down the pace for come of them
until they are ready seemed to infuriate
him. Rio apparent infurtation was due
to his feeling that adjusting the rate
of teaching to the level of readlneso
Or abilities among his students was only
a matter of lowering standards and making
a snap course out of a course which, as
he expressed it,' "really required brains
and intelligence" to make a passing.'
grade. Of course, he was disturbed in
the least when someone suggested that
a quite a number of his students were
doomed to failure th moment they en-
rolled lathe course and i,t was not the .

fault of the studen s because they were
forced into the co

In heT Guidance
Mr. Burton descri
of teaching as fo

"Traditional
to treat the
of courses as

SO.

of Learning Activities,
s this type of methdd
ewe:,

hool practice has been
ntent of books and
he learning product

to be mestere . Small pieces of this
content; "les onto" were studied, that
is memorized to be recited to the

.teacher. Th s misconception of learn-
, log process d Outcome has dominated

the theory d practice of Untold
thousands o teachers of the "text-
coverer" t e. Laymen have accepted
theview as correct and as based on
centuries o practice. The interest- ,
ing and si Meant thing.is that
this accepted vieil is not only in-
correct, but represents a degeneraton
over a perio bf centuries froma
far better co cept."' (4) i.

We could report :.t length the inability
of a large number of our present day
college teachers t make the classroom
situation interesti and meaningful to
all students under t ir supervision end
their lack of knowledge and experience
in corYecOng the situa on. These col -
lege teadhers, and we can not exclude
high school teachers from( is category,
are satisfied to "teach as ey have been
taught." '.Whey make the same rors their

opredecessors made in teaching- far eas
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recogn/zing individual abilities among
students is concerned arid. adjusting the
learning situation accordingly.= Closely
associated with their inabafty or un-
willingness to recognize the individual
differences is their lack of knowledge,
concerning the tremendous importance of
students knowing )20W to read the subject
matter of a given field before they will
be able to achieve satisfactory progress,
in that field. We continue to have freehr..
men'in large tumbers throughout the nation
who either drop 014 of college during the
freshman 'year or are dismissed from
school and the reason is mainly a matter
of not knowing how to read. They make
poor grades during the first, six or nine..
weeks and become discouraged with school
and the learning process. The freshmen
do not know why except that all the work
theyare given is above their ability to
read at present, High school teachers
are the\cause of this situation because
they attempt to teach according to"their
own standards rather than according to
the ability each student has.

All over the nation, people are be-
ginning.to realize that lack' of reading
ability is Mainly the cause for most
academic maladjustments in college. In
order to remedy this situation, a great
number of colleges ate developing some
sort of reading improvement programs for
their students. These programs vary in
formfrom informal efforts on the part
of a few faculty members to the more
highly organized reading improvement
prOgram which embodies a reading clinic
or laboratory with acompetent reading
specialist as director to whom students
may be referred for special help.

But we have not found the dos*
satisfying answer yet to. our reading
problems in the high schools and colleges
of the nation, and we will not find the
answer until every teacher who teaches
in high school and college considers
herself or himself as a reading teacher
as well gs a subject matter teacher.
This is where the most important res-
ponsibility of, the reading clinic
director or reading teacher or specia-
list rests. In other words what can the
reading specialiat do to bring about an
awareness .on the part of every high,
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school and college teacAerEthat the .. -.

teaching sifaation will-become a learn--
ing situation fox' all students.when each
"teacher is able to diagnose the reading .

'habits of all students and adjuit his
- ;teaching methods to the results found

in the diagnosis? 'Vie not possible
for .the reading. specialist, 4take care
of all reading problems himself - there
are too many cases involved and colleges.
and high schools do not have enough
money to employ a sufficient number, of
Specialists, even if there were enaagh

;available and irthis were the best plan.
The reading specialist in high school

and college has a big teacher relations.
job to perfort- perhaps this is the .

gra7est responsibility of the specialist.
7Iti.e.importaht that .the specialist
know hew to thoroughly diagnose indi-
vidllals in order to determine causes for
reading disabilities. It is highly

Pe
essential that the eCialist know how
to. set/ap a develo ental reading program
for each individual aftei causes have.

,been ascertained.. But the specialist
is only one person and can work with
only a few individuals as individuals'
or in'small groups. We need to improve
the reading ability ofall who are lacking
in that ability. and it will take.the co-
operation of all teachers to accomplish-
this.Herculean task.- 1

.

In order to accomplish this task, the
' reading specialist must make sure.tbat '.

he is accepted by other members of the
tr..a.culty. He must be certain that hem,
has personality characteristics and traits
Which are desirable in dealing-withpeople.
He must be able to discuss educational
philosophy with the other Inembers bf the
.faculttand withethe administration
without becoming emoti-onally upset: with-
out assuming a dictatorial attitude..
In other words,, the reading: specialist
must' win for himself a wholesome and
nwarm" spot in the hearts and thinking
of the teachers. The attitude of the

,reading specialist; the'Manner in Ayhich
he organizes his program; the methods he .

uses in getting administrative support .

for his program; his own khowledge of
reading problems involVed in learning
the content of the different subj ct
,...matter fields; the training and va lety

N

of ex-iieeien s of the reading specialist-1
all play significant part in hie being
able to bring about an awareness of reading
difficulties which. Must be overcome axs.
fore learning will take place in the mind
of the students. The.readingspecialist
must be recognized:di a highly aaccessful
teacher himself. His success must be Teo.,
ognized by the students as well as by the
other members of the faculty. !

If reading opecialists are tebesuecev4
sful in-properly influencing teachers to
improve .their methods of. teaching and
°gaze the significance of reading ability ,'q
they will exemplify, among other's, the_
folloWing traits: honesty ankintelligencell4

fairness and friendliness; an understand!!.
.ing of thesindividual; a Spundedacatiotal,ar
philosophy; tolerance; a sense of humor;
flexibility of method; good speaking
'voice. A most important conceptwhich
.every reading teacher must acquire is the
ability to recognize thatone's own maetery,
is not shared by those in the position of
learners...

Some of these traits need further em-
phasis and comment,at this time; for in.-
stance, recognizing and having an under-
standing of, the individual.: Reading
specialists must stress the absolute
'necessity of all teachers recogniZing in-
dividual' differences among .students as
far as reading. and learning is concerned.
It is net possible for all nor for any
two students to read in any one field with
the same'clarity and understanding and
at the same ?peed. Teachers must reco&-
-Ate that an individual's speaking and
:reading vocabulary is based on his..ex!-

periences and. background. In light of
this, generally, a student coming from
an environment which has been saturated
with information-and knowledge about tae
sciences; such as, chemistry, physics,
astronomy, etc., will have a large vec6.
bulary in the science fields and perhaps
will bean excellent reader in these
fields. This identical individual may
have had very little contact-with know-
ledge and information about music and
thus his vocabulary in mumieyould be .

quite 3.64: It Would take him a much
longer time to develop' meaningful eon-

ts of terms like clefs, staff, scale
octave: fortissimo, mezzo, pianissimo,



measires, time, and Pitch they pertain
to Music, than to develop,meaningfUl con-

.

cepts of scientific terms, such ac, axial
rotation, symmetrical, chlorophyll, oii-
dation, etc.

WORMS!! Of the 400,000 words in the
English language, the working journalist
is accredited with use of the largest
number, something less than 20,000.

'Clergymen,. lawyers, and docters use an
average, of about 10,000 words. .Skilled
workers of oidinary.education know about
5000, tan laborers about 3:600. .The
sciences and profetsions hav large num-
bets of words ..the n ier-hears.
For instance, medic1 met and women must
know the names of 3 mueclea, 193 veins,
707 arteries, 500 pigthents, 295 poisons,
190 tubers, 700 tests, over 200 diseanee,
and over 1,300.bacteria.

Yet with all these words, think of the
people who still have trouble expressing
themselves. Think of the people who con-
stantly wonder what they are about. (7)

A Frenchman was relating-his experien-
ces in Studying the Englih langauge. He
said, When I first discovered that if I
was quick, I was fast; if I spent too
freely,' I was fast; and that not to eat
Was to fast, rites discouraged. But when
I came across the sentence, 'The first
one won one-dollar prize', I 'gave up try-

Wordsll They are impntant - more im-
portant to day than at any other time'
in the history of Civilization. How ill-

pOrtant are words? I dare you to have a
single thought without the use words. It

is not possible to think.withaut words'
being involved. There are mumbers and .

.numbers of words used today that were not
used that were .not even needed - fifty
or one hundred years ago.

An individual who died one hundred
years ago,' would be emotionally, mentally
socially; and physica4y.confused and
frustrated if he were placed in today's
world With only a vocabulary tytical of
his century or generation. He would not
be able to think Understandingly because,
of his vocabulary 'being inadequate. He
.could not read, spear, nor write under-
standingly because of hie meager vocalu7.
lary.which wa s entirely adequate a ce*-
tury or generation ado. He would be an,

6

eXcellent case for the teacher of reading.
The reading teacher of today has a re-,

aponeibility - a task to perform.- which
hen. not been equalled in the history of
teaching reading. One Cannot think of
words today without thAnking of the lan'
guage art,BEADIN(1. More thimkingdeve.0
lops larger vocabalaries4 and generally,
thelargsr the vocabulary the more Walking
that is done. Beading is the language art
which develops larger vocabularies and
thus brings about more thinking. In light
of this, is there any' doubt as to the
responsibility placed on the teacher of
reading today? That responsibility is
not great only to the beginning teacher;
that is, the teacher of beginning readers,
but it is a great at all other levels of
teaching because of,t1p, complexities of
life today. -.

I feel that moat teachers realize thi4
their greatest problem in reading is to
find ways of giving boys and girls s.voca-
bulary sufficient to their needs.

Our aim should be to get Students to
read as efficiently as possible. This
aim cannot possibly be accomplithed until
all teachers adjust their teaching methods
to fit the needs of each individual. This
statement is substantiated by Lewis M.
Terman in the following. quotation: sXf . .

educational methede were more intelligently
adapted to the idiobyncracieq of the in,.
dividuaI child, all children would achieve
up 'to their mental age level in all the
school aubjects.(8).

In addition to adjusting the teaching
method to individual differendes, the
,reading specialist and,other faculty mem-
'beta must know the factors involved in
causing individual differences .4'..vhich

result in poor reading on the part of the
student. I don't mean by this that all
faculty meObers mumCbe able to diagnose
each student althou24 it would be well if
ail did. have tpiti knowlddge. =The faculty
members should be *le'to.detect physical
difficulties which bring on reading dis-
crimination; speech defects; factors' Per-
taining to the brain ouches mixed domi.
nance, defective" meurological coOrdinao,
tion, and hand dominance forcibly changed.',.

The faculty member should know that
there are psychological.factors which en-

ter into the reading disability picture,
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ouch as, mental immaturity; narrow span
of recognition, relationship and associa-
tion of ideas; failure to recognize words;
inability to analyze words; failure to use
plionetic principles; guessing at words;
lack of judgment, reasoning ability, and
inability to make correct refereacen; and
lack of intellectual interest. The faCulty
member should know how to detech ineffi-
cient work and, study habits such as, ig-
noring punctuation; word-by-word reading;
incorrect phrasing; lack of emphasis on
meaning; substituting words; repeating
worda too often; failure to note prefixes
and suffixes; lacking ability to use dia
czltical marks;, position of book or ma..
teriaI; and position of the reader himself.
There are a numbereof personality traits
and mannerisms which the faculty member
should recognize as having a definite ef-
fect-on ones reading ability. Some of
these are: over- dependence on 'teachers;
lack of aggressiveness, negativistic at-
titude; preference shown for another ac-
tivity which yields more immediate satin-
faCtion; emotional immaturity; nervous
excitability;" excessive daydreaming;
feelings of insecurity in home and school
situations; attitude toward books; ego-
tism; shyness in speaking in attempt-
ing class activities; reaction to prolonged
failure; and conflict with the teacher,
or clash of personalities between teacher
and pupil.

Factors concerning educational im-
maturity shelaid be easily recognizable
to fac114by members. Some of these are:
lan,:uage itmaturityack of general
social experience; lack of readiness for
beginning reading at any level and in any
Afield; limited background or inadequate
experience; meager vocabulary; poor enun- ,

elation; inabilityto associate life-ac-
tivities with printed symbols; no ex,--
planation for transition for familiar to
the unfamiliar; and failure torealize
that reading is essential to enjoy life.

Mention already has been made of in-
adequate teaching teaChniques which should
be recognized by faculty members and
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avoided. Some additional ones are as fol-
lows.: lack of proper materials; lack of
stimulating reading environment; too much.
drill on words out of context; no pro-
vision for drill of any fcind; failure to
use phonics widely; overStrens on silent
andhor'oral reading; aver-stress.on one
skill; purposeless reading; not providing
reading Materials of, different levels of
difficulty; failure to check on develop-
ment of basic skills; glare produced by
glossy paper; lack of a variety of ma .
terialn for eachmtage'of reading; se-:
ouence of.reading materials pot carefully, .
graded; vocabulary burden and rate of
troduotba of new words too rapid; failure
to create interest in material to be im-
'mediately read; and too much emphasis on''
comparing one at snt with another.

It is the resp nnibility of the reading
specialist to enco age faculty members to-
loOk'for any of these factors which cause,
poor reading and to advise with the ape-
cialiit as to what proCedure to use in
correcting them. The faculty member should
know what can be done within the class- .

room, certainly he should know to 'seer
the student to the reading specialist for
complete diagnosis and therapy.

TIde role of the reading speciliast in
high school and college is *Vitally im- .

portant in our endeavors .to educate youth
today. He or she must be a,leader in
helping the administration and faculty .

recognize the relationship of r ading to
the curriculum; he must lead co-
workers into realdzing that poor reading
ability is generally the cause for fail-
ure and that poor reading ability is not
always the fault of the s .J ent but many
times is due to poor tea hing methods; he
must lead in. helping : faculty members
to be aware constantl of individual dif-
ferences and to teach accordingly; he
must lead in familiarzing faculty members
with the many causes of reading disabi-
lities in order that'they can be detected
among their students; and last, but cer-
tainly not least-in importance, the

.reading specialist should organize his



program in such.a manner that all faculty
=alerts will know the purpose dnd place
of all equipment and materials used in the
,reading laboratory program, such as, the
telebinocular, ophthalmograph, audiometer,
tachistoscope, voice recording machines,
reading rate pacing devices, timed reading
exercise booklets, reading tests.,, vocabu-

lary testa, dominance tests, mental abi-
lity tests,'personality tests, aptitude

tests, and others.
Tho-6-411enge today is to win this

battle we tnow find ourselves engaged in,
namely, this battle of subject matter
versuwindividual,differees: curriculum
Versus reading; group standards versus
individual standards; forced reading to
accomplish an extrinsic goal versus en-
joyable reading to increase and enlarge
meaningful concepts.
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AN ALL-SCHOOL READING PROGRAM IN IJIGH SCHOOLS

Dr. Earl C. Denney, Tulsa Public Schools

The Tulsa Public Schools have "res-
ponded in an effective way in emphasizing
instruction in reading at the high school
level.

The program had its origin in the ex,-
pressed concern of many secondary school
teachers. In responding to the que
"What three problems give you most con-
cern?" teachers mentioned the problem of
reading most freguently'

After-consideroblO_ discussion, a com-.
mitteene teachers was appointed to sur-
vey the problem, to locate resources and
materials, and if necessary, to prepare
materials for in- service study by tea-

chers. In, a summer workshop in 1947 this
committee Prepared a teacher's guide,
Promoting Growth in Reading: A Teachees
Guide for Use in Secondary Schools. ,

Thefflommittee rcogni d the need with
:respect to reading in,hi h schools as
three fold:

1.. Recognizing among the "poor readers"
those who read poorly because they are

slow learners, and adapting instruction
and materials to the abilities of those
students;

2. Recognizing among "poor readers"
those who because of some physical, psy-
chological, or emotional' block fail to r
read up to expectancy, and providing the
necessary diagnostic and. remedial mea-

sures for correction;
3. Providing. an all-school program

which emphasiZes the continuous growth
of all students in the skills and atti-

tudes of mature, critical reading.
A teacher-member of this .committee was

.placed on special assignment the
ing year to work with other teacOrs on

the problem.
The helping teacher on special assign-

tent began by working only in those
schools and with those teachers who
pressed a desire for help. Tn some`

schools the entire faculty worked On the
problem, because the program was inter-
preted as being the responsibility fo,all
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teachers and not that of the English
teacher alone. In other schools the tea-
chers of one "blocks (English, social
'studies, science) studied together the
problem in their common "free" or con-
ference period. In other several "blocks"
were concerned with the problem and in
one school all sophomore -"block" tea,-
chore worked together with the sophomm'e
class director who was amatheMatics tea..
cher.

In no school was the issue forced,
but by the end or the year all secondary
schools, to'varying degrees were par-
ticipating.. At the close of the first
year, the helping teacher in respOnse to
continued reOests for techniques and
procedures invited voluntary Contribu.
tions. One hundred thirty teachers sub-
mitted voluntary suggeations and helps
which were organized and issued as a
supplement to Promoting GrowthiaReadr

Two two-week's summer conferences on
readiig in the high school have been
held locally with reading specialists
brought in. Voluntary attendance of our
teachers in both conferences has been good.
EVALUATION:

1. The'spread of interest in the pro-
blem is, perhaps, at this time the best

. evidence that something is happening to.
students. Instruments for measuring soma
of the values have not been devised, but
work on this problem continues.

2.-Aa a problem which cut across all
subject lines it7two brought teachers to..
gether into closer cooperation in meeting
needs of boys and girls.

3, With respect to the problem of the
slow learner the attitude of teachers
changed markedly from one of almost re-
sentment in some cases to a sympathetic
acceptance and sincere concern toward
adaptation of knstruction to their level.
Teachers have Shown much interest in the
finding-of suitable materials and' the
pooling of such materials.

Lists of these materials have been pre--k
pared as a result of the sharing.

. 4. 'Classes for remedial readers have
been organized in some schools and general-
7.y the use of the Reading4linia for high
school, students have increased.

5. Prom an original concern witnhe
poor reader, there has been a marked
growth in concern for the needs of the
average and superior reader.

6. Prom.the emphasis on reading in
terest has grown in other aspects of lan-
guage arts and their interrelationships
in communication.

t.

SOME PROCEDURES IN DEVELOPMENTAL READING IN COLLEGE
Mr, Oscar eausey, Texas Christian University

It is unnecessary to make etn issue of
the importance of effective procedures in
a course designed to improve reading abi-
lity of college students. 'Whether a best
set of procedures exists at this time is
debatable. Methods, techniqUes and pro-
cedures.tsed Succesifully by'Aolitatruc-.
for in one situation might not be highly
successful in the hands of another in-a
different situation. But the necessity 4

for using specific plans remains, what-
ever the teaching situation.'

35.

Some degree of success'has been attain0
by use of the outline given below. 'd

I. General Objectives: Improving
ing abili4 y Of college students.

Specifid'Ohjebtivei. 1.. Improvement .of;
comprehension, (a) grasping significance
of passage. (b) finding Implication, (c)
justifying opinions, (d) noting ,details
(e) classification of ideas, (f.) compari-
son of ideas, (g) geneealiiation. -2. In-
creasing rate of comprehension. 3'. En
largement of vocabulary. 4... Reading is



thought units. 5. Skimming. 6. Directed sentences .,shortlong, very long, varied
'reading. lengths 9. Length of chapters. 1D. Docu-

After the students are given an explanav- mentary abbreviations; Dee of documented.
tiOn of the above objectives, procedures' referenceS.
are introduced that. are designed to pro- Using a Book. (13)(14)(15). 1. State-
vide individual improvement in the area ment of purpose in, reading a book. 2.
of each objective. Bath student checks Skimming. 3. Expected rate of reading, 1.
frequently his Progress.. (See Deily Work s high rate-, average rate, slow rate, very
Record on_ 30 for illustration. . slow rate.. 4..Will Purpose in reading

II. Ea4Wof the topics beloW (ander-. book be fulfilled by reading the book once
scored) isopresented by lecture and is fol- twice. re-reading some chapters? 5. aeacing,7-
lowed by discusaion, notes on the book. 6. Reading.for making

Psychological ,Aspects of Reading. 1. a book report.
Reading as thinking. .2. Emotional experi- Procedures. The reading ability of
'ences. 3. Reading for information. each student i det ined in terms of
,LP. Recreational reading. 5. Interpreta- comprehension, rate of prehension and
tion as it relateA to experience. vocabU1ary. 2. The-initial reading score

How WM Learn. '(1)(2). 1. Some basic of'eadh student is found by the emotion
principles of learning. 2. Application Reading Score equals rate times coMprehen-
of the principles, to improvement of read- siren divided by.one hundred. 3. Initial
ing.

. reading scores and vocatulary sco;es are .

Reading as a Composite Skill. 1. Iden- given to each student at the beginning of
tification of fifteen reading skills.' 2. ihe course. 4. Materials to be used in
The six skills to be developed in this the course are discussed. The students
course. 3. Integation of the six skills. examine the materials.' 5. Instructions
4. Individual reading patterna: are given in the use of laboratory

Developing Skills. (3)(4). 1. Nuero- ment. 6. The students learn their daily
muscular skills (an illustrative approach). procedures. (In devising some of the
2. Mental skills. 3. Some principles of .daily procedures liberties have been

- learning in use in impicovement of 4-reading taken with use of the ."Morriton Mastery
ability: (a) readiness (b) frequencyg(c) ,.Technioutiwin changing it from "test,

frecency. 4. DSe of principles of learning teach, test, modify the procedure, teach
in improvement of reading ability. ''and test to point of masteryOrto "test

The Perceptions aailmading. (5) 1. '; yourself, learn, test yourself, 'confer
Identification of six perceptions. 2. - with your teacher, learn, test.yourself,
Auditory perception in relation to reading. learn, to point of maximum improvement.")
3. visual Perception and reading in thought 7.'The objectives of the'oamrse mentioned
units. aboVe are given to the students. 8. stu,

Sustained Attention. (6)(7)(8)(9)(10). dents deterMine each day .the percent gain
1. Importance of sustained attention. '2.- or loss in comprehension and-rate of com-
External stimuli. 3. Inner wayward thoughts.prehension. 9. Progress reports are made
4.. Recent emotional experiences. vgrequently. (See Progress Report on page

Getting Acouainted With a Boo. (11)(12).7g r%) 10. A "Success pattern" for the
1. The title. Implication of the title. course is given to the students.. 11..

. 2. The author. The author's purpose in Vocabulary tests are givenfiva: times
writing the book. 3. The preface. 4. . each semester. 12. Work outside of class
Tabla of contents. 5. (a) Has the book inclUdes three areas: (a) vocabulary
an index? A glossary? Biblography Foot- building, (b) improvement in comprehension

' notes? Maps Charts? Tables? PiCtUres1 and-(c) assignments in use,of magazines
(b) What use is made of each of 'these parts and newspapers. 'Assignments in (a) and

in (a)? 6. Format. Type. Different ,-(b) are made on a weekly achedule.- The
sizes of types. Why different sizes of .following workbooks are used in the course:
type. 7'. Word. analysis. One- yllable "improving Reading Ability by Stroud and.
Words. Three - syllable words, Words with Ammons, Concerning Words,' by J. E. Norwood,
More than three syllables'. 8. Length of Reading and Vocabulary Mevelopment,"by W.
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0. Weber, and Reading borator Work:
book by Oscar S. Cause

The chief emphasis in the course is
,aced upon improveme t of,comprehension.

Approximately two thousand questions have
.been prepared on books which the students
tread in the laborato y Some of the
questions are u ily by the students
i order to scaver the extent of cm=
"prehe ion material read. In order to
provide, at least iri part, for variation
of interest of reading, fifteen differ- \

ent books have been provided as a part
of the laboratoryequipment. There are
three hundred copies of the fifteen dif-
ferent books. An ample supply of select-
ed magaBilled is also available/

II/. Evaluation. At the end of the
semester evaluation of achievement is
made-on the basis of ppogress made by
each student. The measures ire objective.
Progress made toward four of the stated
objectives is the basis of measurement
comprehension, rate of comprehension,
reading in thought units and vocabulary.

mg'Two types of material are used in the
final evaluation - (a) standardized tests,
(b)teacher-made objective tests.

IV. Oatcobes. In order-to"discover

some,of the subjective outcomes three
approaches to students have been made; (a)
group discussion, (b) individual c nferen-
ces, (c) written evaluation of th course
with or without student signatures
making the third appAach students are
earnestly -requested to make both, favorable
and adverse criticisms. Among the impor--
taut outcomes axe changed dtiitades and
feelings, that defy accurate measurement.
The last two"approachesare more fruitful.
Some adverse criticisms have been valuable
in further course planning.

Among important outcomes in the area
of feelings and attitudes were tk# fol-
lowing: a better attitude toward!learn-
ing; the feeling of satisfaction that
accompanies achievement; the feeling
that follows success; satisfaction that
accomphnies success; satisfaction that
comes with smooth rhythmic reading; and,
increased desire to learn; more self re-
spectbecause of better preparation of
class assignments; preparation of class
assignments in shorVer time; a better
attitude toward use of the library.
Reports showing improved Attitudes toward
use of books were particularly pleasing.
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EVALUATION OF

a

READING FILMS

Dr. William Eller; University of Oklahoma

Since reading films are designed to
aid in the improvement of reading rate,
an evaluation of such films might' well
begin with a consideration of the reasons
for slow reading" by high school and col- '
lege students and by adults.. Boswell has
indicated that when adults read, slowly
and inefficiently -. and most adults do -
It is usually because-of one or more of
the following, factors: (1) Short span.
of recognition, (2) Unnecessarily long
fixation time, (3) Numerous regressive
movements, (4) Sub-vocalization and (5).
Limited vocab ary.

Of these f ve factors, the first four,.
'are useful a consideration of the
values of reading films.- While extent
of vocabularyis a very 'important in-
vluence upon rate of reading, it is a
factor of a .different nature than the
other four, si 'ice it involves so much ,..;

less. "habit" . . . spipuch more 'higher*
mental process. Beffause it is not a mat-
ter of habit, vocabulary size is not
much affected directly by reading train-
ing films, which are planned to-aid'in
the substitution of good reading habits
for bad. -However, vocabulary-building
exercises which employ other material
are rightfully included as a part of many
high school and college reading improve-
pent programs. (See "Vocabulary Building
by Loris Derigh, page 13.) . --

aff3There are two batteries of reading.
films in wid.e use in. speed reading' train-
ing today, the Harvard Films and the Iowa
Films', both ofvrii. present stories ar-
ranged in phra which appear on the
sdresii` for brief intervals of less than
a second. The phrases are presented. in
typical reading fashion in that they pro-
ceed across the screen from left to right
and down the screen from top to bottom.
Only one phrase of the story is distinctly'
visible at any given moment. Since the
stories are presented in phrases-Anstead
of individual words, and since each
phrase is on the screen for such a short

to read by phrases instead, of wor -by6w,
time, the reader is more or less arced

word. After a certain 'amount of this
pradtice, the typical student has markedly
lengthened his span of recognition, thus

32.

overcoming Buswellts first faptor.. The)
second factor is dealt with....At the same 4'
time, because the phrases are on the screen:
for such short intervals that long fixer..
tion times are imposetble. Because only

. one phrase is distinctly visible at a.time,,
and because a phrase disappears after itts
brief appearance, regressive movements
are 'futile. Thus Buswellts third cause of
slow reading is treated by the films, as
regressive movements go unrewarded and
thus tend to disappear.

'Reading films also tend. to get rid %if
the fourth listed, cause of slow reading,
sub-vocalization, but in a less direct
manner. .A reader ,,.trho sub-, vocalizes says,
each worCto himself as Wreads it, even
though he may not move his lips. It is'
obvious ;that this places a definite limi-
tation on his rate of _reading, :becatise he
can ncit read,silently much.faster than, lie ;:
can talk. ,'vT

When reading films are employed to
speed reading, each filM is usually pre-;..
sented at a slightly faster speed than the,
film which wash US ed.iluring the preceding .-

training period: l'or example, if a film:-
story was presented at 290 words per min-
ute on Monday, the story rate; for Wedn.es-..
day might be 315 words per minute. As .,
the rate of Presentation increases, even-
tually a.ipeed is reached which prohitits
sub-vocalization Simply because the ,read-
er cannot "talk" fast enough to say,,the -
words to himself and still keep up 1,1.th
the film.

Many reading specialists feel that the
greatest value of reading films, or any
mEichanica.1 device, is.moti4tionalv ,.-Cer-
tainly films can provide 'a great deal of
motivation, although ',if the stories are
dull or .of an inappropriate level of dif
ftculty, the effect mi te,negative. .;

-After the foregoing consideration of
the .rationale of reading films it is ap-
prOpriate to consider the- question: How
effective are reading .filmsAa actual
practice; specifically, what are their
advantages and limitations?,

Most college reading instructors who
have employed films as as segment bf their
programs are satisfied that the filmf are
valuable.' Surveys of students enrolled in

. ,



reading improvement courses at both -Texas
A. and M. and Oklahoma University have
indicated that they alsi consider the
'films worthwhile. =When edited to name ,the

materials and instruments most helpful
to them, the stndents ranked reading films.
'second, just slightly below readinglrate-
accelerator4.'

The. most obvious limitat of reading
films is their-lack: of flexibility
adaptation to individual differences.
-Usually the filis are used with groups A

of students; even when an attemPt is made
to group the students homogeneously ac-
cording to reading rate, the'story is
Often presented too rapidly for some ready
ers,and too slowly for'others. This
problem I0 no- L.R.I.ways as great as it 14,4,4

seems to be foi the- slow readers because'
a few of them need to be pushed. hese
same few slow readers. Rio not seem to have
enough self-discipline to profit maximal-
ly fi-om individual reading devices such.
as reading accelerators and small tachis-
toscopee. Tor such readers the day. by
day apceleration of, the ,film presentatin
can be advantageous.

As the rate at which the, stories are
...presented increases some students find
they are unable,to.kepp_up with the group.
The slower stud004S can a accomodated
in various ways.''. If the/ cannot be sepa-
rated from' the rest of the group, the in-
crease in speed can be made less dieeicult
for them if the new fi]p to be presented
during the 'clads period is, preceded by
one or two of the films already viewed
during previous sessions. If the slow
readers can be separated, it often proves
helpful if one or two films of stiller

.

structors feel thq.t it is desirable to
use reading films only until students can
read 400 words per minute or slightly
taster. 6f'ter this speed. is attained, the
films 'are abandoned in faior of other, mate-

rials.
A feW'st

'bothered by the rregularity of increases
indicate that they are

b
4n speed from film. to film. :Among the
Iowa Films the gain in speed from one day
to the next may be only A words, per minute,
but the following, day, it may be 26words
per,minate. It seems doubtful that this
inequalpy Ot speed,,gain is very serious.

It is *ore likely that the student diffi-,
cultiei-erise from Varying Ogreei of 1.31r
terest in .the dontemt, varying difficulty
of the stories and fluctuating conditions
of projection. Often who two filmsfare
Shown during the same claes-peripd, s
students insist that the slower film
actually-vresented. its story faster:

Tiro dommon'complaintsabout reading ,

films are not serious enough to proiroke

worry; The first of these is,that reading.'
ficior films is highly artificialt This

would be'a legitimate complaint excpet
for the fact that".the.distribators of
both the Iowaand'Hartard Films have pro-
vided supplementary reading mateAals
which.areito be used in conjundtion with
the films.' When these paAieular mate-
rials are not used, nearly all instruc-
tors provide some other typical reading.

selections. Ocdasionally.someone who has

only limited experience with reading
films is pekturled by what he calfr"the
unrealistic arzangement of the phrases
Sometimes:A single phrake,will contai'"r
.the end bf:. one sentence and the begi

speed can be shown during two or three ning of the next. The exPeriencedin-

consecutive class periods before any faster
films are employed4 Also, most motion
picture projecto
trol, and it is
late, the speed of

. simply controlling
Some of the more

plain that they can re

:have some speed,con-.
ten possible to regu-

ory presentation by
he projectoispeed.

eaders com-
0 words per

Minute from standard prin ed text more
easily than they can read 460 words per
minute from a film. They find that the' -\

film phrases are too short or-that the
fixation' times are too long for Comfor-
table art& efficient reading. Sonie in- 4'0

structor isnot,bothered...)5Y this
stpdents do not complain about it
both instructor and student haye

ed e,that rhythmic reading is' more`

than neatly :arranged phrases.
In summary,- there seems to be a little

dOubt.that reading filds contribUte mater
rially to the total reading program, but
likenia of equipment.: theY':
,Shoualbeusedn conuunction' with other
techniques rather than by themselveS.

eceVer-,

octant'
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DEVELOPMENTAL itEATYING COURSE AT.CONVAIR

Mr. R. A. Wagner, ,Publicity Committee, Convair

The industrial management an must read
a large volume of increasingly complex
material. He must depend, to a large 'd;
tent, upon written material for the in-
formation necessary to the effective-Ai:-
rection of his job.

1

. Unfortunately, much of the reading
matter,that-comes his way contains a large
amount of non-essential maters . How-
ever, he cannot assume the contents of
any item. He must ba able to seleot and
thoroughly understand that which is im-
'portant, without permitting the reading
process to interfere with the many other
important demands made upon his time.

. The Convair Management Club, Port
Worth Division, recognizing the impor-
tance oreading rapidly and understand-
ing clearly, recently sponsored a course '

in developmental reading. The course,
designed to increase speed of comprehen-
sion, was-one of a number of courses
which are offered through Texas Christian
University under the sponsorship of the
Mangement Club. It.ran from June 5th to
August 25th and carried thtee semester
hours credit, It was taught by.Professor
Oscar S. Causey, Director of the Reading
Laboratory of Texas Christian University.
Professor Causey, an outstanding authority
in the field of developmental reading, is
also ChairMan of the Executive Committee
of the Southwest Reading Conference for
colleges and universities.

The Management Club offered ten sch-
olarships, covering the tuition costs,
to the ten stadents making the highest
reading scores. The enrollees who won
the scholarships made an average gain of
130% in reading ability. That is,they
doubled their reading scores and threw
in an extra 30$ for good measurd. The
percentile gain was determined by com-
paring the initial reading scores with
.final reading scores with use of the for-
mula, Reading Score equals Rate times the-

' Comprehension divided by one hundred.
'The average gain for all trainees was

98.3% . The-lowest average gain made by
an individual was 28%. .The greatest ave-
rage gain by an individual was 214%.

Reading Laboratory facilities and 41

..'

procedures were used througho b the train.e:'

ing period. The tachistoscop was used'by%.
each person to develop.quinkn ss of percep-
tion.and to increase the numb r of words
perceived in a single .1.1though .group,." The
tachistoscope is a slide proj ctor with:a ,.

time-controll attachment that limits the:
time ofsan exposure on the a een. -The
time range of the exposure i 'from one sec-:

and to one hundreth of a seco
,

d'. By prac-
tice the student reduces the ime requireC:!,

tO. perceive the meaning of t e groilp f..

words. For example; a studnt who par.!.
deives a,phrase or sentence frOM three to
six. words in one second in,thainitial .
period of, training learns by practice to
perceive the same licone fiftieth or one
hundreth of a second,: Hp develops the
habit of quick. perception.

Each student used a reading pacer to
develop continuity in quickness of percep-.,
tion. A reading pacer is a motorized gad- ,,
get that moves IL cover board downward over
the page obscuring the 11110' from view of
the reader as it moves. The rate at-

which the cover board moves is controlled
by moving an adjustment devipe on the in-
strument. The student triesloonstantly
to increase -,the rate at which, the cover
board obscures the page.' .Carefully pre---'
pared procedures are followed for checking::
comprehension several times each day.

One of the.basic aims of such a course
is to Speed up thinking. . More and more,
rapid and accurate thinking is demanded
of the management man. Since reading is
a form of thinking; the course, as directed
toward bringing the rate of. reading com-
rehension closer to the rate of thinking.

is generally accepted that practice in
fa ter reading promotes the habit of fast-
er thinking. Without exception, those
taking the course were able to bring the
rate of reading closer to the rate of
thinking.

The fastest reading rate attained was
664.words per minute with a comprehension
scare of. 87%. Three other stuAets reached
a top speed o ore than 00 words per
minute.. The tb reading rate for all
students was 440 words per minute. This
compares very favorably with. the average
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beginning top rate of 22$ words per min-
.

ute.
Twenty-seven p ercent of the enrollees

developed "(supersonic reading rates".
This is a rate of comprehension high
enough to quiet the vocal chords, bring
them to rest,. and remove one of the chief
obstacles to faster comprehension of the
printed. page. The vast majority Of.peo-
ple tend to "say silently" the wotds read.
This gauges the vocal chords to be in
constant motion in an attempt to produce
orally the words being read. It puts
the brakeegn the mind of the readers.
Since theie ' is a limit to the rate at
which the vocal chords can move, they
are overcome and their obstructive action
ceases when the reading.rate reached ap-
proximately 4$0 words per minute. 'After
this rate it acquired,'reading becomes
easier.and comprehension becomes greater.

The enrollees maintained .a high level

of interest throughout. Ar the thirty.-
three initiallz enrolled only four dropped,'
three of .them for reasong beyond their con.;
trol. .Percentage of attendance was v02cy
high, with allebsences being made up.

A big majority of the students, beliive
that the increase in reading ability has .4
definitely carried over into the job.
They feel that -they are able ,to diecharge.-

their:responsibility more surely becauSe
they Can acquire the necessary information
much more readCW-ana siccurately.

This experiment at Oonvair seems to
indicate that training in rapid reading
may eventually' be offered' in industry
generally as a substantial means-of
making oua,of-the difficult phrases of
iinagementialjob simpler. Training in
rapid reading can make appositive contri-f
butioh to raising the level of.,the
management manta effectiveness.
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ROSTER OF REPRESENTATIVES IN ATTENDANCE AT THE ANNUAL MEETING,

D ecember 12, 13, 1952.
.

ARKANSAS

Piehler,
Russell
Simmons

Dr. Rudolph, Southern State College,` Magnolia, Arkansas.
Mrs. Plata, Henderson State College,, Arkadelphia.
Miss Erma, Ouachita College, Arkadelphia,

KANSAS .

4

Hinton, Alas EvelynA., University of Wichita,. Wichita.
Miller, Mrs. Marion, University of Wichita, Wichita.

LOUIS LAN.

' .

Hatcher, Miss Amelia t., Louisiana State Uniiersity, Baton Rouge.
'M'alwee, Dr. Tandy W., Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge.
Miller, Miss Annie Laurie, Louisiana State University, Baton RsAlge.

MISSISSIPPI

Steiger, Dr. Ralph, Mississippi Southern University,' Hattiesburg..

NEW- MEXICO

Chievitz, Mrs. G. L., University of New Metico, Albuquerque.
/lease, M'r_. Jambs, New Mexico Military Idstitute, Roswell..

J Walters, Miss Helen, Highlands University,"Las Vegas.

OKLAHOMA

Wight Miss*Lori's, University of Tulsa, Tulsa.
Denney, Dr. tarl C., Tulsa Public Schools, Tulsa.
Eller, Dr. William, University of Oklahoma, Norman.
Garriscia, Dr. Harrell E., Northeastern State-College, Tahlequah.
Harris, Mr. Louie E., Oklahoma College for Women, Chickaiha.
Sommerfeld, Dr. Roy E., Oklahoma A. and M., Stillwater.
Watson, Mr. S. J., Connors State College, Warner.

TEXAS

1 Dr. Corrie, Texas Christian University, Port Worth,
Angelica, Mother, Our Lady of the Lake College, San Antonio.
Baldwin, Mr. J. R., Lee College, Baytown.
BarrUs, Dr. Paul W., East Texas State Teachers College, Commerce.
Beamer, Dr. George, North Texas States College, Denton.
Bliesmer, Dr. Emery, The University of Texas., Austin.
Briggs, Dr. P. Allen, Hardi Simmons University, Abilene.

Burkett, MissGrace, Texati Wesleyan College, Port Worth::
Burton, Dr. Jack, Cleburne.
Carroll, Dr. Hazle Horn, Southern Methodist University, Pglas.
Causey, Mr. Oscar S., Texas Christian gpiversity, Port Worth.
Clough, Dr. G. Op, Dallai, Texas.
Cowan,Mr. S. P., Temple Public Schools, Temple.
Craig,-Mrl. Mary C., Texas Wesleyan College, Port Worth
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Crouph, Mr. B. A., Texas COistian University, Fort Worth.
Denton, Mr. A. E., Texas A. and M. College, College Station
Dotson, ET. Elsie', The University of Texas, Austin.
Eakle, Miss Betty, Souttwest Texas State Teachers College, San. Marcos.
Ellen, Sister Mary, Incarnate Word. High School,.San Antonio.
EOM, Miss4hry, San Houston State College, Huntsville.
Ewing, Dr. J. Balph, Wort Worth.
Gill, Miss Bea Lee, University. Junior High, Austin.
Guinn, Mr. Ernest, Cleburne High School, Cleburne.
Hunt, Mr. Allen, Texas ,Christian University,- WortsWorth.
Kingston, A. A. J., Texas A.,and M. College, College Station.
,Lacy, Mr. J. M., East Texas State Teachers College, Commerce.
Lawrence, Mr. E. M., Sweetwater Public Schools, -Sweetwater.
Leavitt, Mrs. Halle, Texas Christian University, Fort Worth.
Ligon, gr, John R. Jr., Gulf Oil Corporations, Houston.
Lindsey, Mr. Hague, Wort worth Public Schools, Wort Worth.
McHenry, Mr. Y. N., Tennessee Gas Transmision Company, Houaton.
Martin, Dr. E. O., Port Worth.
Meacham, Mr. William, Wort Worth Public Schools, Port Worth.
Miller, Mr. Walter C. Saylor University, Waco.
Morian, Dr. G. C., Abilene Christian College, Abilene. 4

Murphy, Dr."Harold, East Texas State College, Commerce.
Nielsen, Dr. Otto P., Texas Christian University, Port Werth.
Patkce, Sister Margaret, Incarnate Word College, San Antonio.
Patterson; Mr. James W., Cleburn Public Schools, Cleburne.
Pelletieri, Dr. A. J; ,'University of Houston; HoUston.
Reiland, Mr. Miles, Temp e Public Schobls, Temple.
Rouse, Dr. Margaret, Te s.Christian University, Fort Worth.
Shepherd, Miss Carrie, outhwest Texas State Teachers College, San Marcos.
Simone, Mrs. Ireta, Ply rside Junior Hi School, Fort Worth.
Stevens, Mr. M. P., Ar ington Public S ools, Arlington.
Themesbundy, Mrs. Elsi , Cleburne Publ c Schools, Cleburne.
Thomas-, Miss Leona, So thorn Methodic University, Dallas.
Viola, Sister, Our lady of the Lake 0 llege, San Antonio.
.-Wallace, Miss Laura, Mineral Wells blic Schools, Mineral Wells,
Warren, Mrs.. Cora Sue, Humble Oil e0. Refining- Company, Heuston.
Weir, Dr. W. C., SidireinerInstituta, Kerrville.
Westbrook, Miss Mary Hope, Tarleton State College, Stephenville.
White, Draleonard, Port Worth. /

Williams, Dr. C. C., 'North Texas/'State TeaChers College, Denton.
Wiseman, Mr. Ben*:.Highland Park High Schools, Dallas.
Wyatt, Mr. O. D., Fort Worth Public Schoels, Fort Worth.
Young, Dr. M. M., Texas Christian University, Wort Worth.


